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Broadcasting is not Just a pipeline 
through which the software is pushed 
by the hardware people; rather it is a 
creative process in which people and 
machines interact to provide the 
receiver with significant 
enperiences. Broadcast production 
therefore requires an intimate 
knowledge of the creative process-of 
how machines and people interact-
Herbert ZettI 
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INTRODUCTION 



Included in the following pages are the issues and other data deemed necessary to 
design a facility for radio and teleuision broadcasting. The complen will house full state-
of-the-art production and broadcasting equipment and will operate as a subsidiary to a 
parent corporation. R joint radio/teleuision uenture is a uiable concept and current 
trend in today's broadcasting field due to a higher ratio of success and the economical 
aduantages of shared facilities and staff. The Joining of media also encourages 
resistance to political and other pressures. It is also the opinion of many today that 
with so many options auailable in the mass media market that radio and teleuision don't 
necessarily compete with each other, but rather contribute to a total media. 

The compIeK will be sited in the Downtown Dallas proKimity with off-site transmitter 
facilities located neKt to an OKisting communications tower a few blocks north on land of 
a higher eleuation. The facility will operate as an independentCnon-network affiliated) 
station seruing the Dallas- Ft. UJorth MetropIeK market. The radio facilities will air in 
stereophonic sound on the FM broadcasting band and will air a liue format of music, 
news, telephone call-in and syndicated programs. The teleuision facilities will broadcast 
mainly uarious syndicated entertainment program types(cultural, drama, music, game 
and uariety), local news and occasional in-house productions. 



statement of Thesis: 

R uisual communication of mouement and 
aesthetic potential uia the discouery of 
oKposed and articulated connections and 
compositions of concrete, steel and wood. 



MISSION & OBJECTIUES: 

From it's incep t ion , the Rmerican 
broadcast ing industry has been one 
inuolued in controuersy. The elements of 
these controuers ies are cont inual ly 
changing because broadcasting i tsel f 
creates, prouokes, challenges and inspires 
many points of uiew for discussion, debate 
and action. R communication medium by 
nature opens itself up to the general public 
to be continually eualuated and criticized, 
which in turn manifests and enuironment 
uiod of permanencies. 

UJhen I first started to address my design 
considerations for this complex, the ideal 
scenario for an appropriate architecture I 
f i r s t e n u i s i o n e d spoke of t h e 
characteristics and qualities that might 
reflect the interests and attributes of the 
targeted listening and uiewing audience, 
whether in radio the urban contemporary 
oriented or the easy listening type or in 
te leuision the ne twork broadcast ing 
uiewer or the public broadcasting sort. 

Howeuer, this approach was quickly 
abandoned due to the lack of audience 
type consistency in the incessantly 
changing field of broadcast entertainment 
brought about by rapid social and 
technological change. A targeted audience 
architectural eKpression would soon be 
o u t d a t e d and i n a p p r o p r i a t e in an 
enuironment prone to continual and swift 
euoluement. So naturally I felt compelled 
to broaden my approach to include issues 
that would assist me in unearthing the 
essence of these properties of perpetual 
mouement and transformation instrinsic to 
the broadcast medium. 

The OKpression of mouement should not 
simply be restricted to an outward uisual 
representat ion of the purposes wi thin 
howeuer , because the in te r re la t iona l 
enuironment demanded by the internal 
functions of such a facility calls for an 
act iue en co u r ag em ent through the 
archi tecture of s ta f f interact ion and 
interdependence. The staf f can bet ter 
produce top quality material when their 



working enuironment is eKperienced as a structure. The disclosure of crisp and clean 
place for a gathering of ideas and a joining material connections will remain a major 

of efforts through an open enchange of focus throughout the facility in an effort 
thoughts and concerns. Such a place must to aid the concept of spacial flow and to 

inspire imag ina t iue and innouat iue prouide a uiuid solicitation to fur ther 

concepts, a place aliue with contrasts in discouer the ensuing qualit ies of the 

dynamic spacial sequences that is material composition. 

somet imes st i l l and then f l o w i n g , 

sometimes dark and then l ight. The 
incorporation of the materials of concrete, 
steel and wood as a disposition of columns 

and walls will set up an organizational 

circulation spine of cross OKOS that are 
formed through the ouerlay of functional 

areas and deuiations thereof demanded by 

the conteKt of the site. These ouerlapping 

of actiuity areas will open a series of 

thresholds along the circulation spine that 

will serue as gathering places for actiue 

participants. The dynamic tension surfaced 
by the ouer lay of spaces wi l l be 

accentuated through assertiue material 

composition and inaugurated with strikes 
of light and shadow from uarious skglights 
and lightwells thus assisting the incisiue 

sequence of mouement through the 
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HISTORY OF BROHDCHSTING: 

Seeing, hearing, communicating ouer great 
distances haue always been part of man's 
dream- Ufllbur Schramm 

In todays society of consumerism, it's easy 
to forget that broadcasting was not 
originally deueloped to meet those needs, 
although teleuision was somewhat more a 
result of corporate planning. Radio 
or ig inated f rom the idea of rad io -
telephony, that is the reception of sound 
uia radio waues, and the creation of radio 
was conceiued through the preuious 
discoueries of electricity, telegraphy and 
telephony, in that order. 

In 1895, Guglielmo Marconi was the first to 
successful ly broadcast by wi re less 
communication through radio waues, and 
nine years later Reginald Fessenden made 
the f irst wireless uoice transmission, 
h o w e u e r the basic opera t ions of 
radiotelephony were not complete until Dr. 
Lee De Forest created the Rudion in 1906, 

r l U . I Guglielmo Marconi. Marconi and his apparatus for " lelegfophy without wires" 
shortly alter his arrival in England in 1896. 

• 

l>l,l. / 

Fii.nnr 

F I U • Z Development ot the Audjon. (a) In 1683. Edison noted that current flowed trom 
the hot filament to o plole inside the bulb- (b) Fleming connected the plate to on ontenna, 
and the incoming waves mode the plate olfernate ropidly from positive to negative Thus 
it altefnately o t t r oc ted ond repelled current (rom the filament and reproduced the incom
ing radio signals as DC current Ji the eorphones. (c) De Forest introduced a grid between 
the plate and the filament. The weak current from the antenna went to the grid and con
trolled the higher vol toge that passed from the filament to the plate. 



which was the forerunner of the triode 
uacuum tube, the transistor and inteyrated 
circuit. In fact, the Rudion would 
euentually perform all of the basic 
operations of radiotelephony- generation, 
modulation, detection and amplification-
and helped launch the electronics age. 

It wasn't long before corporate Rmerica 
stepped in and formed the likes of RT&T, 
GE, Uiestinghouse and RCR, all of which 
were to play significant roles in the 
deuelopment of broadcasting. By this time 
public interest in radio communication was 
fairly widespread. In 1920, Frank Conrad, 
an amateur radio enthusiast, began playing 
phonographs out of his garage while 
transmitting. He soon began receiuing 
loads of mail with record requests which 
led to the idea for a full-time broadcast 
facility. Thus, the first liscensed radio 
station was created in Pittsburg by the call 
letters KDKR, just in time for the 1920 
presidential election. Other incidents 
similar to this one occured almost 
simultaneously around the country from 

'"!i±HJi| 

F I G . 3 KDKA and Its opening-day »la«. 

F I G . 4 NBC goes on the air. NBC's chief engineer gives the signal to put on the air 
the network's first show. November 15. 1926 



California to UJisconsin, that is "technically 

minded t inkerers built transmitters and 

found themselues proyramming on a 

regular basis."^ By the end of 1920 the 

Department of Commerce had issued 30 

licenses to broadcast stations, and by 1922 

that number had jumped to 460. Rt this 

t ime, the airwaues had become fair ly 

commercial ized, for in the 1920's mass 

aduertising was to become an institution. 

In 1922 RT&T ran the f irst permanent 
network line from New Vork to South 
Dartmouth, Massachusetts. This was to be 
the beginning of a network of technology 
and programming that was to stretch from 
coast to coast. In 1926, RCR, GE and 
UJestinghouse joined hands in an effort to 
establish the first company that would 
specialize oKclusiuely in broadcasting, 
hence the formation of NBC. Not more 
than 2 years a f te r that NBC would be 
joined by RBC and CBS as the three major 
networks of radio broadcasting, and from 
this point on RT&T rel inquished all 
broadcasting interests. 

FIG. 5 (above) KDKA's original facility used tent for acoustical clarity. Their 
subseQuent facility(below) used ttie same idea in drapes. 



Rs a direct result of the Titanic disaster. 

Congress passed the Radio Ret of 1912, 

spelling out specific wauelengths for ship 

use t h a t wou ld g r e a t l y improue 

nauigational safety. Fifteen years later, 

the Communication Ret of 1927 established 

t h e F e d e r a l C o m m u n i c a t i o n s 

Commission(FCC) to regulate all interstate 

wire communications and radio. 

Meanwhile, in the mid-1920's, researchers 
w e r e busy eKper iment ing w i t h the 
continuous transmission of images gluing 
the illusion of motion known as scansion. 
The fu ture of scansion, which would 
become the foundat ion of modern 
teleuision, began looking much brighter 
when its mechanical systems w e r e 
replaced by electronics. The first camera 
tube known as the iconoscope, and the 
first teleuision receiuer, the kinescope, 
were inuented in 1923 by Dr. Uladimir K. 
Zowrykin. In 1926, John Baird and C.F. 
Jenkins demonst ra ted the f i rst liue 
telecast uia radio waues. Their efforts 

(a) N ipkow pickup device 

Electric mo ior synchrGnizt.'d lo 
spin of motor on picl^up device 

(bl N ipkow viewing device 

FIG. 6 (above) Ttie Nipkow Scanning Device(scansion) 
(below) Jotin Baird's Television System(primitive equivalent of today's teiecine 
unit). 
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euentually led to the formation of the 
British Broadcasting System(BBC). By 1939, 
the teleuision process had been fine tuned 
enough for RCR to initiate the first regular 
schedule of programming which included 
the liue telecast of Franklin D. Rooseuelt 
opening the New Vork UJorld's Fair. 

Despite these deuelopments in image 
transmission, radio was to dominate the 
broadcasting trade until the 1950's, at 
which time teleuision become the glamour 
medium. In the late 1920's radio receiuers 
were being manufactured for those who 
didn't wish to build their own, 
loudspeakers replaced earphones, 
superheterodyne circuitry improued the 
audio signal and alternating current(RC) 
allowed home plug in replace short-liued 
batteries. UJithin 5 years almost half of all 
Rmerican homes had radios, and by 1950, 
957o of all homes had at least one radio.^ 

By 1950 howeuer, radio was losing 
popularity to the teleuision euen though 
teleuision's reception was poor and their 

(a) (to 
F I G. 7 DevelopmenI ot RCA radio recelvoij. (a) l̂ adios in the early 1920s, such as this 
one-tube Aeriola Senior, were usually powered by messy wet-cell batteries that leaked 
acid and required earphones, (b) By the late 1930s, radio receivers were quite sophisti
cated This RCA fvlodel 813-K received both broodcost and shortwave bands, had on eosy-
to-tune dial plus eight push buttons, featured a "magic eye" to help with precision tuning, 
and pumped 20 watts of amplifier power through a 12-inch speaker, RCA even offered re
mote control as on option for the Model 813-KI 



programs infer ior imitat ions of radio 

programs. People abandoned their radios 

in droues for the chance to peer at those 

litt le screens.3 Radio responded to the 

increased compet i t ion by introducing 

specialized formats featuring disk jockeys 

and top-40 radio stations. Fortunately for 

radio, rock'n'roll came along just in time to 

keep the young audiences glued to their 

radios for top-40 rundowns. RIso boosting 

radio's popularity was the introduction of 

stereophonic broadcasting and the FM 

frequency in the 1960's. Inherent 

aduantages FM had ouer RM included 

higher-f idelity reproductions, less static 

and less fading and interference from 

other stations. Along with stereophonic 

reproductions came the mass marketing of 

records, tapes, turntables, tape decks, 

amplifiers, speakers and tuners. Stereo 

and FM boosted each other to OKtreme 

popularity. LUith this increased popularity 

came increased competit ion which put 

g r e a t e r i m p o r t a n c e on s t a t i o n 

programming, formatt ing and syndicated 

programs. FM stations leaned towards 

FIG. 8 Radio set penetration and cost per set: 1922-1950. Generally, as prices 
dropped, more and more people bought radios 
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Growth of American homes with television. The top curve indicates the per
centage of all U.S. households equipped with at leost one working television receiver, the 
other curves show the households that con receive UHF stations, that hove at least one 
color receiver, and thot have two or more working receivers. 
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musical formats in which sound clarity was 
important and RM tended toward formats 
of talk, news and oldies music. By the 
1980's FM had attained distinction as the 
dominant aural medium, strengthened bg 
the inclusion of digital circuitry and 
compact discs which produced a superior 
signal. 

Teleuision hit a huge spurt of growth in the 
1950's launched by the spread of 
networking distribution through coast to 
coast coaHial cable lines. TU broadcasting 
was channeled through both UHF and UHF 
signals, howeuer UHF neuer could compete 
equally with UHF due to its shorter trauel 
capabilities, poor reception qualities and 
non-affiliation with networks.") Color 
teleuision was introduced in 1950 through 
the inuention of RCR's dot sequential 
system and CBS's field sequential system, 
but color teleuision didn't gain immediate 
acceptance due to the outrageous 
$1000.00 price tag of RCR's original 1954 
15-inch color set. The demand for more 
programming by eager audiences led to 

The CBS field sequential color televi
sion systein. Dr. Peter Goldmark with the first CBS 
color pickup equipmenf. 

FIG. 9 

1954 RCA color receiver. 
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local studio production to couer time slots 
not filled by the networks, which were all 
shot liue due to the absence of the yet to 
be inuented uideotape recorder. Many 
teleuision programs tended to mock radio's 
major program types with much success. 
The early 1970's saw the introduction of 
non-commercial broadcasting or public 
broadcasting, and by the late 1970's more 
competition for air time surfaced in the 
form of cable teleuision, independent 
programming and home uideo. 

FIG. 10 CBS 1940$ television studio. 

Today, technology has prouided the modern 
broadcasting facility with much innouation. 
Electronic technology- the field endeauor 
opened by Lee DeForest's inuention of the 
Rudion- continued to euolue tremendously 
giuing us the e»tensiue mass media market 
we so relish today, and radio and 
teleuision broadcasting has had to euolue 
rapidly to retain its share of the 
information and entertainment market. 
Current production and broadcasting 
techniques and equipment will be 
discussed in actiuity and space analysis. 

12 



BROHDCHSTING HND SOCIETY: 

Broadcasting Is a feedback system, operating 

around the processes of society. It picks up 

messages from the output of these social 

processes, selects and filters them through 

Its editorial policy, and distributes them 

widely throughout society- Barton Thompson 

Ruerage American's consumption of uarious 
media:^ 

Radio - 900 to 1000 hrs. per yr. 
Teleuision- 1000 to 1200 hrs. per yr. 

Newspapers - 300 hrs. per yr. 

Magazines - 270 hrs. per yr. 

Mouies - 10 hrs per yr. 

Liue sporting euents - 5 hrs. per yr. 

Liue concerts - 5 hrs. per yr. 

Fifty percent of Rmericans no longer read 

newspapers, but depend on radio and 

teleuision too quench their thirst for 

information on important national and 

international issues.^ 

Todag, the broadcasting medium plays a 
more important role than euer in societies 
informational awareness and should not 
simply be regarded as a luKury or a 
conuenience, but ra ther an absolute 
necessity. In turn, broadcasters of the 
future may hold a more esteemed position 
in society because they must not only 
possess good communications skills but 
also must haue a g rea te r abi l i ty to 
understand cause and effect in society. Rs 
established ideas are called into question 
or ouerturned, new ones must emerge. For 
this reason broadcast personnel of all rank 
must be of high intelligence and sensitiuity 
towards trends.^ Consequently, they must 
be afforded the opportunity to work in an 
enuironment which allows and encourages 
interdependence of action. 

Rt a late 1970's symposium on the future 
of radio, it was said that obseruers of 
mass media in rich countries are today no 
longer in terested in "serious" news, 
obserued R.J. UJinters, RuBC, but show an 
"increasing and distressing interest in 

TEXAS TECH UBRARY 13 



triuia." To this, Tim Harrold of Canada 

noted that political commitment, rebellion 

and anti-rebellion hit songs haue uanished 

from the popular music scene to be 

replaced by songs of today that are 

"melodic, entertaining and hedonistic." 

Unfortunately, the ideological battles for 

the mind haue been replaced by the 

struggle for status and suruiual. 

Euery person is, in a large part, the product 

of all that he has eKperienced, yet your 

personal a t t i t u d e s , pred ispos i t ions , 

personality and degree of inuoluement can 

all play part in your perception of a mass-

communicated message and what you do 

with it.8 Public concern has peaked in 

recent years ouer the real impact mass 

communications haue on indiuiduals. 

Communications can OHpose deuiations 

from established and normal behauiors 

which forces people to take a stand on it. 

On one hand, this could haue the effect of 

promoting conformity and decreasing 

tolerance of differences, but on the other 

hand, it could also haue the ef fect of 

helping new ideas or products gain 
acceptance.9 Broadcast media tends to 
reflect society, Gorton Thompson of Bell-
Northern Research claims that radio and 
teleuision is "a feedback system, operating 
around the processes of society, it picks up 
messages from the output of these social 
processes, selects and filters them through 
its editorial policy and distributes them 
widely throughout society." It reflects as 
a social mirror the likes and interests of 
the people it serues, often making people 
a w a r e of the i r own diuers i ty , thus 
promoting considerat ions, debate and 
sometimes change. Radio should be "an 
enplorer on the cul tural f ron t ie r of 
society," according to UJilliam Siemering, 
NPR. "Opening air waues for stimulating 
and creatiue actiuity must remain one of 
rad io 's p r i o r i t i e s . " C o n s e q u e n t l y , 
broadcasters haue the auailable options, 
means and power of creating awareness of 
current euents and ideas in this world. 

Perhaps the most eKCiting and terrifging 
thing about broadcasting is the paradoH 
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that from a single man at a single point a 
message can go out, or an order, or an 
appeal, and this can reach euery other 
human being on the planet uirtual lg 
simultaneously- but It will not be heard by 
any other single person unless you can 
persuade them to swi tch on the i r 
receiuers. Rnother major paradoH about 
broadcast ing is t h a t a l though the 
broadcaster's ability to pass information is 
enormous, although he has the power to 
reach literally round the world, although 
he can present his information in the most 
attractiue way, the most easily acceptable 
way, through ear and eye, neuertheless 
this is the most ephemeral , the most 
transient of all forms of mass information 
transfer. It must always be remembered 
that the moment a broadcaster finishes 
speaking the sentence is gone foreuer, 
finished. I f the impact has not been made 
while the sentence was being heard, it will 
neuer be made.10 UJith this in mind, it 
should be noted that architecture, being a 
physical entity, can perhaps manifest itself 
to e f f e c t i u e l y c o m m u n i c a t e w h a t 

broadcast ing lacks in real m a t e r i a l 
OKpression. 

Rmericans of today are caught up in an 
information oKplosion. The result being an 
Rmerican society tha t expects a 
t rans la t ion of i n f o r m a t i o n tha t is 
accurate,clear , and accessible. U. R. 
Trapeznikou, the leader of the Russian 
delegation to the Third Congress of the 
Internat ional Federation of Rutomatic 
Control , has an intr iguing uiew on 
information from a technologist point of 
uiew and its relation to the equation of the 
Second Law of Thermodynamics. He 
defined control processes as one of the 
characteristics of life because, whereuer 
control processes are encountered, they 
appear to be connected with the actiuity 
of liuing organisms. From the cybernetic 
point of uiew, "Life is the display of 
control processes in Nature". Now there 
can be no control process w i t h o u t 
in format ion- control information. Rnd 
control information according to this point 
of uiew is produced by all liuing organisms. 

15 



He also stated that there are onig three 

kinds of products in the real wor ld: 

substance, energy and information. Man 

can only generate ordered substance into 

the enuironment when producing his 

posterity. Man produces uery little energy 

into the enuironment by his comparatiuely 

weak muscles, and this proportion is 

steadily decl ining. The technologist 

concludes: "Rt the present leuel technology 

the most ualuable product of human 

actiuity is information associated wi th 

control processes." And of course man 

produces incomparably greater amounts of 

control information into the enuironment 

than any other liuing organism. Rll this 

human production of control information in 

directed toward the greater ordering of his 

enuironment. Rluin Troffler pointed out in 

1971 that there is an ominous connection 

between information ouerload and human 

stress. Howeuer, only those who take an 

actiue role of participation in their society 

seem to be affected by the stress resulting 

from ouer-st imulat ion. People who feel 

powerless to af fect society don't absorb 

this OKcess information; hence, creating a 
knowledge gap between the actiue and 
passiue which will increasingly widen with 
the progression of technologg. Recording 
to Rnthong Smith, this abundant access to 
information means that people will "lack 
the cement of shared oKperiences on 
which society depends." 

I t is interest ing to note tha t , mass 
audience appeal lies in the dispersement of 
bad news r a t h e r than good n e w s . 
Recording to Gorton Thompson, the "health 
of the medium is directly proportional to 
the popular acceptability of the messages 
it disseminates," and more people can 
agree on what they dislike than can agree 
on what they like. In other words, trouble 
sells, and many mass media organizations 
of today t rea t informat ion as simply 
another packagable commodity to be 
merchandized. 

The organization of broadcasting and 
techniques cannot be easily compare with 
business, for broadcasting management is 
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primarily management of the creatiue arts 
which, as a concept, seems to be a 
c o n t r a d i c t i o n in t e r m s . On the 
management side, we haue the scientific 
nature of decis ion-making, long-range 
planning and forecasting, deuelopment of 
systems and procedures, budgets and 
cont ro ls , the impersonal nature or 
"ob jec t iu i t y " of decisions, team work, 
power s t ruc tu res and spec ia l iza t ion ; 
whereas creatiue people generally define 
their uaiue systems in entirely di f ferent 
terms, such as imagination, impulse based 
on the intuit ion of the moment, indiuidual 
and instinctiue choice, freedom from all 
const ra in t , highly personal decisions 
coloured by the emotions and feelings, 
ind iu idua l w o r k , independence and 
autonomy. Organization charts may look 
impressiue, but people are more important 
than s t r u c t u r e s , especia l ly in the 
broadcasting business. The quality of the 
product depends primarily on the people 
who make i t , and that is why the only 
e f fec t i ue management s t r uc tu re in 

broadcasting is decentralization entending 
down to the leuel of the creatiue staf f . " ! ^ 
A t t r ibu tes of radio and te leu is ion : 
-Teleuision is more of a group act iu i ty 
which airs a mass appeal type of format, 
whereas radio is more personal, it serues 
more specif ic tastes in an in fo rma l , 
intimate way. 
-Traditionally teleuision has been for the 
most part an en ter ta inment medium, 
whereas radio has been more intensely 
human in dealing with the euents and ideas 
of the days, howeuer teleuision has ceased 
to be pr imari ly enter ta inment and has 
become a major force in journal ism as 
well . 
-Radio is more mobile, in fact 757o of all 
radio l is ten ing is done whi le doing 
something else, howeuer the auerage 
Rmerican almost 1/4 more of his t ime 
watching teleuision than listening to the 
radio. 

- In radio, uisualization takes place within 
the uiewer, whereas in teleuision, pictures 
add a distracting dimension and lead to a 
life of their own. 
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RHDIO ENERGY: 

Programs from broadcast stations are 

radiated from a transmitting antenna and 

sent to your receiuer uia radio energy. Vou 

cannot smell, fee l , or see it, yet radio 

energy is the basis on which the entire 

structure of broadcasting is built. To a 

large OHtent, the peculiar characteristics 

of radio energy determine how these 

media are organ ized- the frequencies 

assigned to transmitters, the power they 

use, their physical location, their uery 

licensed status. For this reason, a brief 

oueruiew of radio energy's characteristics 

will be discussed here. The term radio here 

is used in the generic sense and does also 

include teleuision transmissions. 

Radio waues result from oscillation and 

require no mater ia l medium for their 

transmission. R radio transmitter produces 

radio waues by feeding an oscillating form 

of electric current into a t ransmi t ter 

antenna. The current alters direction of 

flow, first in one direction, then the other. 

Stronger 

Magnetic f ie ld 
f rom first 
surge of current 

hJo magnetic field 0 

Magnetic field 
f rom second 
surge of current 

Stronger 

Sine wave as radio wave. The sine wave is a graphic representation of a radio 

FIG. 11 

Antenna 

Linesof (orceradlallnglromantenna. If the frequency of the alfernofing cur
rent is high enough, the fields of force break free and continue to travel as electromagnetic 
waves. 
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Each change of direction is known as a 
ha l f -cyc le and two successiue ha l f -
cycles(one in each direction) is known as 
one complete oscillation or cycle. This 
form of electricity, known as alternating 
current(flC) can be found in the common 
household flowing at 60 cycles per second. 
The rate for radio transmission is much 
higher howeuer, usually aboue 400,000 
cycles per second.^2 

In the transmitt ing antenna, the electric 

current creates cooKistent electrical and 

magnetic f ields of force around the 

antenna. The direction in which the 

current f lows determines the direction 

toward which these fields' lines of force 

point, that is , their polarity. Rs the 

a l te rna t ing current in the antenna 

reuerses d i rec t ion , it c rea ted new 

electrical and magnetic fields around the 

antenna. These new fields, opposite in 

polarity, push the old fields away from the 

antenna in an outward radiating pattern. 

Two successiue sets of electr ical and 

magnetic fields of force- the positiue 

\- Wavelength • ] 

FIG. 12 

Amplitude 

t 
I Amplilude 

Wavelength! and amplitude. 

Amplitude 

Attenuation. 

• •,'i^i(i' lonospttere 

FIG. 13 
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phase and the negatiue phase, according to 

their respectiue polari ty- constitute one 

radio waue. 

The s t rength or ampl i tude of the 

alternating current in the transmitt ing 

antenna determines the strength of the 

radiated waues. The strength of the 

signal, in turn, determines the strength of 

the signal you get on your receiuer. Rt the 

receiuing end, radio waues are "picked up 

w i th yet a n o t h e r antenna ." They 

induce(cause) in the receiuing antenna a 

patten of alternating current enactly like 

the oscil lat ions in the t ransmi t t ing 

a n t e n n a , a l though of much l o w e r 

amplitude.13 

Rs radio waues trauel they attenuate(lose 
strength) for a number of reasons. 
Traueling waues spread themselues 
outCtheir amplitude diminishes) as they 
couer a yreater area, generally resulting in 
poor or lost reception. Certain structures, 
electrical inter ference and ouerlapping 
signals from other stations often resulting 

Antenna 

Line of sight 

Mountain! 

Direct Wave Propagation 

FIG. IS 
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in poor reception. The earths atmosphere 

also forces radio waues to lose energy 

because dense mediums tend to draw on 

some of its strength. Radio energy trauels 

with a uelocity of the speed of light(300 

million meters per second), and the number 

of cycles per second of a l te rnat ing 

electrical current flowing out of a stations 

antenna is referred to as its frequencg. 

Since radio energy's uelocity is constant, 

the only way to increase frequency is to 

shorten wauelength, that is, you must 

shorten the wauelength to get more waues 

and the frequency increases. 

in straight lines. Similar to light trauel, 
direct waues are also subject to refraction 
or bending. Rll of the aboue mentioned 
waue t raue l haue the i r propagat ion 
a f f e c t e d to a c e r t a i n OKtent by 
a t tenuat ion , absorpt ion, in te r fe rence , 
ref lection and refract ion. This can be 
eKperienced by noticing the changes in 
broadcast reception the noKt time a cold 
front, a warm front, a high-pressure area, 
or a low pressure area is mouing through 
your uicinity.14 

The manner in which radio waues t rauel -
the paths they take- is called propagation, 
which uaries g rea t l y depending on 
frequency. Three kinds of waues form the 
range of radio waue trauel. Ground waues 
follow the curuature of the earth and are 
relatiueig constant. Sky waues radiate 
away from the earth and reflect off the 
ionosphere aboue the earth's surface back 
down to its intended target. Direct waues 
are of a higher radio frequency and trauel 
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RCTIUITV & SPRCE RNRLVSIS 



The basic func t iona l areas of the radio and teleuis ion 

faci l i ty can be separated into three areas: 

The O p e r a t i o n a l Rrea 

the technica l t ra f f i c area 

the technica l cont ro l area 

The Production Area 

the studios 

the product ion areas 

the product ion t ra f f i c areas 

The Adminlstrat iue Area 

the ewecutiue of f ice area 

the program area 

the sales area 

the maintenance and u t i l i t y areas 

The proper d is t r ibu t ion of these areas should prouide 

funct ional e f f ic iency, coordinate t ra f f i c and fac i l i ta te 

in tercommunicat ion problems. The work ing relat ions 

discussed in the fo l low ing pages should be designed 

to fac i l i ta te the most e f f ic ient f o rm of the comploK, 

which should o f f e r the fo l low ing benef i ts : 

F u n c t i o n a l s i m p l i c i t y 
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Space economy 
Compactness of technical areas 
Centralization of all duct areas 
Accessibility of production areas 
EKpansibility inside practical limits 
FleHibility of studio and production areas 
Lowest capital inuestment to enclose a giuen 
space 
Efficiency and economy in maintenance 

The Operational Area- traffic is the main 
consideration here, it should be confined to its own 
areas to auoid cross traffic from other areas and 
should include direct access to all technical areas. 
Uertical as well as horizontal traffic should be 
planned for within the operational area because the 
technical core(studios, control rooms, master control 
room, etc.) needs to be directly accessible to all 
technical traffic at uarious leuels through stairs or 
eleuators. 

The Production Area- efficiency is the main 
consideration here, a well-coordinated operational 
layout must be planned to ensure efficient use of 
production equipment. 
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The Adminlstratiue Area- In a mult i- leuel facil i ty 
administration should occupy the highest leuel, well 
separated from the operation and production areas 
which should be located on the lower leuels. 
Conuenient public access should be prouided from the 
lobby area, especially for sales and public 
relations(promotional) areas. 

ACTIUITY AND SPACE ANALVSIS 

1. PAIMARV RCTIUITV 
2 . ACTUITV DESCRIPTION 

3. PARTICIPANTS 
4. SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS & REQUIREMENTS 

5. ADJACENT ACTIUITIES 

RHDIO 

Station mananger's office 
1. Managing station departments. 
2. Has complete charge of station, ouersees all 
departments, including administration, production and 
operation. 
3. General manager and secretary. 
4. separate office wi th pleasant outside uiew. 
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5. Programming and meeting areas. 

Program director's office 

1. Programming 

2. Structuring format and program for air time and 

deueloping programs to fit that schedule. 

3. Program director and one assistant. 

4. Separate office with pleasant outside uiew. 

5. Sales and news. 

Chief engineer's office 

1. Operating technical equipment. 

2. Keeping technical equipment in peak operating 

condition and assuring compliance with FCC 

standards. Selects and purchases new equipment. 

RIso ouersees 2 technicians that operate consoles in 

control areas. 

3. Chief engineer-majority of time spent in office 

doing paperwork for technical operations, but also 

superuises other engineers. 

4. separate office for chief engineer and connected 

area for 2 technical assistants desks and small 

common work area. 

5. Rll production and broadcast areas. 

DJ's offices 
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1. Out of studio work area 

2. UJork areas for the DJ's when their not 

broadcasting. 

3. 3 DJ's 

4. Open office plan with separate cubicles and an 

outside uiew. 

5. On-air broadcasting 

On-air control room 

1. Rir miHing 

2. Controlling electronic equipment that monitors all 

elements of studio output for on-air broadcast. The 

control room is where all of the program elements 

are put together for broadcast. The control console 

must be capable of accepting program materials from 

multiple sources and sending the integrated program 

to multiple feeds. In addition to the console, there 

should be 3 uariable speed turntables, 2 cartridge 

tape playbacks and 2 compact disks players so that 

multiple commercial, public seruice, and promotional 

announcements may be played back to back and 3 

reel-to-reel tape recorders are necessary for all 

production on which entire programs can be recorded 

and played for broadcast. This control console, as 

well as the ones in the production control and 

recording control will be equipped with a full 

FIG. 16 On- air control roonn. 
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automation system in the interest of moKimum 
uersatility which will not require the seruices of a 
master control area. This will allow the board to be 
operated either "combo " by the air talent or with an 
engineer at the console and talent in an adjacent 
studio. R sequencer built in to the console will start 
turntables, cart machines, and reel-to-reel playbacks 
while up to fifteen euents can be fed into the 
sequencer at all times. This allows the broadcaster 
more time to conceiue, create, and enjoy the business 
of broadcasting. This also allows this area can be 
used as the liue broadcast studio when a single DJ is 
inuolued. 
3. Control room technician, engineers and air talent. 
4. Needs only enough room for control console and 2 
technicians. Console needs to haue direct sight line 
to news reporting, on-air broadcasting and 
conference studio and room needs basic acoustical 
treatment of walls and ceiling and carpet for the 
floor. The ceiling should be 9' to 10' for proper 
acoustics with 4' for ouersized ducts and utilities(see 
systems performance; uentilation). Recess needs a 
sound lock if it opens onto a busy corridor. 
5. News reporting, on-air broadcasting and 
conference broadcasting area. 

You' (•<lto rKarvai 

FIG. 17 Combining audio sourcei. 
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On-air studio 
1. Liue broadcasting 
2. On-air broadcasting of DJ commentary, 
entertainment or other liue programmed shows. 
Generally used for liue broadcasts when 2 to 3 
persons are inuolued. 
3. Disk jockies, guests of a show or other air talent. 
4. Console set up with intercom headsets, 
microphones and basic switch panel, clock and 
seating area for 3. Room should be acoustically 
treated(see systems performance; acoustics) and 
haue a direct sight line with the on-air control area. 
5. On-air news reporting and on-air control console. 

On-air news studio 
1. News broadcasting 
2. Liue broadcasting of all news information, sports, 
weather and traffic. 
3. News staff. 1 or 2 persons. 
4. Room has desk with microphones and other uoice 
transmission equipment and seating area for two. 
Room also needs acoustical treatment and direct 
sight line to on-air control area. 
5. News production, on-air broadcasting and control 
area. 

F I G . 1 Bnadlo aulomullon. Ana..ioii..iiionunil comOir.i,icoii.poloi ondmeclianic.iJ 
lochnoloQios Radio aulomalion onloili ioll.no up o moch.no lo coi.y oul itonooio locn-
nicol ofoceduro! ond lo play bock (ocorded progiammug olemonli n lucn woy at lo tioi-
ulolG Ihe -livo" produclton procoii On ihii un.1. iho conlioP ponol lor Ihe p<og.omn.oi li 
n.e davice thai )uls oul oDoul nr>ld»ay down Ine ..flW lock Iho in.oo loiflo whools «i N» 
m.ddlo rock hold lope corliidgoi ol commmcoli ond w.il -.t.iocl. lood ond play Dock Ihe 
propor cartridge o$ piogrommed 
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Production control room 
1. Production mi»ing 
2. Controlling electronic equipment that monitors all 
aspects of studio output for recording purposes. This 
area is a duplicate of the on-air control area so that 
personnel can may interchange facilities without 
hauing to readjust their production techniques. This 
console will, howeuer, be equipped with controls for 
adding reuerberation and equalization. This facility 
can also be used as a back-up for liue broadcast if 
needed. 
3. Control room technision, DJ's or other trained 
personnel. 
4. Control console with a seating area for 2 and a 
direct sight line with production studio and 
conference studio. 
5. Production area and engineering. 

Production studio 
1. Production of broadcast material. Generally used 
for production of commercials written in the station 
or by ad agencies. 
2. Recording of material for future airing or also a 
back-up facility for liue broadcasting. 
3. Rir talent or guests being recorded. 
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4. Room needs to be equipped with a desk, 
microphones and enough area for 5 persons to stand 
and moue about.Room must haue direct sight with 
production control console and be acoustically 
treated. Room should also haue directional as well as 
Querhead lighting. 
5. Other broadcast production areas and engineering. 

Recording control room 
1. Recording, mi»ing and editing. 
2. Controlling electronic equipment that monitors all 
aspects of studio output for recording purposes only. 
RIso reworking preuiously recorded material to 
desired consistency for broadcast purposes. 
3. Control room technision or other trained personnel. 
4. Control console with seating fori and a direct sight 
line with recording area. 
5. Recording area and engineering. 

Recording studio 
1. Recording of broadcast material. 
2. Recording material for future broadcast. 
3. Guests or others to be recorded. 
4. Desk with microphones and other uoice 
transmission equipment and seating for three. Room 
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needs acoustical treatment and direct sight with 
recording control area. 
5. Recording control console. 

Conference studio 
1. Recording of panel discussion. 
2. Recording of larger groups of people such as a 
panel or board. Room can also function as a regular 
meeting area. 
3. Members of participating groups. 
4. Must haue large table, microphones and seating for 
at least 12. Room also needs direct sight with on-air 
and production control consoles and needs acoustical 
treatment. 
5. On-air and production control areas. 

IDorkshop 
1> Equipment repair. 
2. Repair of inoperatable equipment and storage of 
parts. 

3. Repair technician. 
4. UJalls lined with repair benches and plenty of 
cabinet space and smaller drawers. Seueral electrical 
outlets and bright lights. 
5. Engineering and all production areas. 
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Newsroom 
1. Compiling news 
2. Gathering news information from uarious outside 
sources to be written and edited till it's ready for 
broadcasting. 
3. 3 news writers and 1 sports writer. 
4. Open work area with large layout table and 
indiuidual writing cubicles with computer terminals. 
Transparency to outside for uiewing public and to on-
air reporting. Room should receiue plenty of natural 
lighting. Newsroom should include teleuision 
monitors, an assignment, board bulletin board, 
teleprinters from uarious wire seruices and 
mailboKes. 
5. On-air news reporting. 

Sales area 
1. Rduertising sales 
2. Marketing radio spots to generate operational 
reuenue. 
3. Sales manager- hires, trains and ouersees 
department. 
Sales assistant- coordinates local and national sales 
efforts. 
5 Sales representatiues- sales presentations, client 
calling and writing copy. 
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4. Separate office for the manager with outside uiew 
and an open office plan with indiuidual cubicles and 
computer terminals for the sales staff. Also needs a 
central work layout area. 
5. Conference, promotional, continuity and traffic. 

"Traffic" area 
1. lUork related to daily program schedule. 
2. Receiuing and logging commercial spots from 
clients to be interdispered with regular programming. 
3. 2 Traffic clerks. 
4. Two work areas with computer terminals with 
printer and file storage. 
5. Sales and programming. 

"Continuitg" area 
1. UJork related to written broadcast material. 
2. UJriting and editing material for commercial spots 
and also occasionally editing news for proper air 
presentation. 
3. 2 Continuity writers. 
4. Two work areas with computer terminals. 
5. Promotional and sales. 

"Promotional" area 
1. Promoting the station. 
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2. Preparing newspaper, teleuision and radio 
promotional ads for the station and organizing all 
games, contests and promotional appearances. 
3. 2 Public relations personnel. 
4. Two work areas with computer terminals. 
5. Continuity and sales. 

Music library 
1. Music search. 
2. Compile music selections logged on daily program 
for current shift. 
3. Disk jockies and program director. 
4. UJall to wall cabinets for music storage. Rll 
compartment must remained locked. 
5. on-air broadcasting. 

Conference room 
1. Meetings 
2. Sales presentations, sales meetings or ang other 
assembly needs. 
3. Sales staff and department heads, and clientele for 
the most part. 
4. Rudio and uisual equipment for presentations. 
Table and seating for at least 16. Natural lighting 
U'ith preferable uiew. 
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5. Station manager and sales. 

RuKiliary spaces 
1. Restrooms 
2. Custodial 

TELEUISION 

Station manager's office 
1. Managing station. 
2. Rdministrating and coordinating the basic planning 
and direction of ouer-all station strategy. Director 
of operation, production and administration 
departments. 
3. Station manager and secretary. 
4. separate office with pleasant outside uiew. 
5. Programming and meeting areas. 

Chief producer's office 
1. Programming and producing. 
2. Structuring station's program and ouerseeing all 
production including liue, tape and remote. RIso 
directs the uisualization of the program. 
3. Chief producer, one assistant and secretarg(shared 
With operations manager). 
4. Separate office with pleasant outside uiew. 
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5. General managing and production areas. 

Operations manager's office 
1. Operations of station. 
2. Coordinates entire station operations and ouersees 
adminlstratiue personnel. 
3. Operation manager and secretary(shared with 
chief producer). 
4. Separate office with pleasant outside uiew. 
5. General managing. 

Chief engineer's office 
1. engineering 
2. Ouersees all technical operations and plans 
technical seruices. Keeps facility operating at peak 
performance and assures compliance with FCC 
standards. 
3. Chief engineer- majority of time spent in office 
logging operations, but also superuises other 
technical operators. 
4. Separate office and small work area. 
5. Production, production control and workshop. 

Production team's office 
1. Paperwork. 
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2. Rrea for production team to do non-production 
ujork such as paperwork and a place to keep 
personal belongings. 
3. Production director and assistant, technical 
director, uideo technician and audio technician. 
4. Open office plan with indiuidual cubicles. Rrea 
needs natural lighting. 
5. Production areas. 

Production studio 
1. Producing programs. 
2. EKecuting production of programs of local origin 
for liue broadcasting of recording. 
3. Production director, production assistant, floor 
manager and camera crew and program participants. 
4. Area needs to be uoid of windows oKcept into 
control room, needs to haue acoustical treatment 
ouer thick walls(see systems; acoustics), needs to 
haue a floor surface that is leuel, firm, non-slip(of a 
matt finish), neutral grey and capable of supporting 
lOOpsf, needs to haue a strong ceiling with acoustical 
treatment to support lighting and scenic suspension 
grid(see system performance; lighting), needs to haue 
floor dimensions of a 1:1.1 to 1:1.5 ratio and a ceiling 
height to accommodate lighting, backdrops and 
uentilation system, needs large, insulated, 

FIG. 19 Studio Floor. 
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soundproof studio doors for access of roll away props 
and regular sound-trap doors for staff, needs to haue 
a uisual connection to control area(uia double 
insulated transparency, t i l ted to reduce glare), needs 
to haue gas, hot and cold water, and a drainage 
system, and needs to haue a main power supplg(see 
systems performance; electrical power). 
5. Master control area, engineering, prop storage and 
outside deliuery. FIG. 20 Control Room in Production. 

Production control room 
1. Controlling studio output. 
2. Monitoring all electronic equipment utilized in 
controlling output from studio. This area is the heart 
of the teleuision compleK. It is here that production 
is controlled and the operations directed. It is best if 
the studio control actiuities are isolated in three 
areas: production control, uision control and sound 
control. In the production control areaCprogram 
director, assistant director, technical director) 
decisions are made concerning maKimally effectiue 
picture and sound sequences, which are either 
videotaped or broadcast liue. The production control 
area consists of a control console that faces a wall of 
uideo monitors displaying the output of a studio 
camera or other uideo source. There wil l be a uideo 

F l u . 2 1 Th« '••ctlofwIliMl' production control room 
Production conirol, audio conirol and video/ligMing conirol lunciions are located m 
separate rooms to preveni interaction 
Preview picture monitors sttow Cameras 1, 2, 3, 4; F dim, VT videotape, E video 
eftects. S slides, CG ctia'acier ger^erator/iiiles, R remote source. PV w/ i ic toble 
preview monitor, L Ime momror (transmission) 
Personnel O Direcior, DA director's assistant, SW swilctier (vision mixcrl, TD 
technical direcloi/lechmcal manager, LC lighting control, VC video control, A audio 
control, 0 audio operator (discMapel 
Equipment AT Audio tape, DT disc turntable. MS monitor speaker, C clock, I on-atr 
indicator liohls 
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monitor for each studio camera plus one for each 
uideo output of film or slide projectors(telecine), 
uideotape machines(UTR), electronic character 
generators and remote uideo feeds. In addition to 
these there will be a "line " monitor to show the 
actual picture that is leauing the control room to be 
broadcast liue or to feed to uideotape for recording 
and a "preuiew " monitor to check any picture or 
special uideo effect before it is actually sent out ouer 
the air. Finally, there is the off-the-air monitor, a 
regular teleuision connection actuallg being telecast 
off the air. Rt the production console itself will sit 
the program director, his assistant, and the 
technical director. The program director's mainly 
responsible for creating the look and sound of the 
production. He will sit in the middle of the production 
crew for the best possible monitor uisibilitg. Sitting 
neKt to him will be the technical director(switcher). 
He is responsible for operating all the controls on the 
uision miHing panel. He controls the output of all 
uideo monitors and remote operations of UTR's and 
telecines. He "punches up " whateuer uideo source is 
called for on the directors command. Seated on 
the other side of the director is the assistant 
director. He is the directors link to the studio floor 
production team through a intercom headset and 
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helps keep production running on schedule by cueing 
production team. R second desk area should be 
eleuated directly beside or behind the main 
production console to allow the producer and 
assistant a clear uiew of all monitors without 
interfering with the director. In the uision control 
area the uideo technician uses camera control units 
to regulate the camera pictures. He is basically 
responsible for the technical quality of the camera 
picture, continually monitoring and adjusting the 
picture for optimum quality. RIso located and 
remotely controlled from this area will be the studio 
lighting dimmer and patchboard due to the 
superlatiue results of their communal location and 
operation. He will be linked with the rest of the 
production staff through intercom and should be 
qualified to operate the uideo and lighting controls, 
howeuer if productions are run at a large scale a 
separate lighting technician made be required. In the 
audio control area the audio technician is responsible 
for the sound of the teleuision production. The audio 
control area is like a small radio station through 
uJhich uarious sound inputs are selected, amplified, 
mlKed and distributed to the line-out, reel-to-reel 
tape machines, tape cartridge machines, turntables, 
speakers and intercom controls and patching 
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FIG. 23 Studio Control Room. 
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facilities. The audio control area should be separated 
by transparency so as not to disturb the production 
team when audio miK or preuiew audio sources are 
reuiewed out loud. R separate area(the master 
control area) also needs to be set aside for housing of 
all UTR's and teiecine machines due to their heat 
build-up and noise emission. These machines can be 
operated from the production control area by remote. 
3. Program director, technical director, audio 
technician, uideo technician, production director and 
production assistant. 
4. Needs to be eleuated at least 4' aboue studio 
leueKpreferably more), needs to haue a direct uisual 
connection to studio, production control and audio 
control should haue direct sight contact,needs to 
haue computer flooring throughout for efficient 
layout of all cables, needs to haue two leuels of 
lighting; normal ouerall illumination, and localized 
operational lighting for reading of scripts and for 
quick and efficient location and operationequipment. 
Room needs to haue enough linear wall space to 
house all necessary production mlKing equipment and 
seat 3 to 4 technical personnel and should be 
carpeted to improue acoustics. The control console 
desk should be a laminated surface of approKimately 
70 cm. in height with enough room for note layout, 

F I 6 . 25TlMTVetudloayttem 
This simplified diagram shows how video and audio sources are routed to ihei< 
rnsoective selection points. 

§fjj»!iiiMtKl!^i.^. 

waveform monitor ; 

monitor 

FIG. 26 Camera Control Unit(CCU). 
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and controls should be within comfortable arms 
reach. Rdditionally, seatiny at control console should 
not be positioned too close or too far from the picture 
monitors, siK to eight times the picture diagonal is 
preferable. Nearer than that it becomes tiring to 
continually scan, more distant then detail can be lost, 
nil production members are interconnected through 
intercom(see systems performance; 
communication). Besides the equipment outlined 
aboue all the control areas need to be equipped with 
synchronized wall clocks(regular and digital) and 
stopwatches. 
5. production area and engineering. 

News studio 
1. News production 
2. Liue broadcast of local newscast and recording or 
broadcast of other smaller productions. 
3. News staff, news director and assistant, floor 
manager, camera crew and guests. 
4. Same requirements as production studio. 
5. News writing, news production control and 

engineering. 

News control room 

1. Controlling studio output. 
FIG. 27 (at>ove) Reel-to-Reel Videotape Recorder, 
(below) Multi-track Audiotape Recorder. 
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2. Monitoring all electronic equipment utilized to 
control studio output. Same participants and 
actiuity responsibilities as production studio. 
3. Broadcast technician and 2 assistants. 
4. Same as production control area. 
5. News production and engineering. 

Editing area 
1. Editing of broadcast material. RIthough much 
editing can be done during production, final clean-up 
usually occurs after production during postproduction 
editing. 
2. Editing and/or censoring of newsclips or other 
production material through the four basic editing 
functions of combining, trimming, correcting and 
building. 
3. News and production staff. 
4. Editing will occur in either one of the control 
rooms, as they are both equipped with all the 
necessity equipment. If the news control room is 
being utilized for news broadcast then editing can be 
done in production control room and uice-uersa. 
Scheduling for production should be done so that one 
control room is free for editing wheneuer needed. 
Future OHpansion including a separate editing room 

*^^t-r^ —^[•"•" •] fecording used (oi oo-lina edilmg 

linch portable VTR 

* ~ ^ A H I H k iecoid>ng used lor editing decisions ar>d oll-lina editing 

J-inch VCR 

* ^ 

oll-lln* editing mode 

01: 

U-̂ si 
l-inch VTR 

I—K: 

1SMPTE/EBU lime code generator (added during dub down) 

lime code leader 

B H H I H | dub down to VcirKh tape wiih wlrxiow dub 

J-Inch von 

time code wirxlow dub 

hartdwrilten shot list ol ediling decisions 

J inch editing system 

source VTR original (ootage 

ofHllne editing mode 

record VTR edited olMlne master 

- ^ I I * I • I I I punch tape 

handwtilten shot list 
(lime coded addresses) 

J 

tl computer assisted 
hard copy and/of paper punch tape ol ediling decisions 

ilcompuier-assisied 
haid copy ol edit decisions 

' r . . . . — r . 1 
I • • • • I papor punch tape 

ILAV: 

k •] ediling L_U^=J-^ L l i E „ ^ _ " l ! r . " J 

source VTR 1-inch 
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1-lr»ch(of larger formal) 

second souice 
Inch 

It A'8 rolls 
ire used 

FIG. 28 Postproduction Editing. 
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may be necessary as station grows and should be 
taken into consideration in planning(see systems 
performance; structure). 
5. News and production studios. 

Master control 
1. Engineering coordination center for the teleuision 
station. 
2. This area is the nerue center of the teleuision 
center. R master control point is where a routing 
switcher interconnects the uarious production units. 
Master control is a clearinghouse for all program 
material. It receiues material from uarious sources 
and telecasts them at a specific time. The major 
responsibility is to see that the right program 
materiaUincluding commercials and announcements) 
is put on the air at the right time. Because of the 
technical compleKities of source routing, switching 
should be completely automated. 
3- Technical superuisor and routing switcher. 
4. The master control room will house such items as 
synchronizing generators, distribution amplifiers, 
telecines, UTR's and slide scanners. The UTR's and 
telecines can be controlled by remote from the 
production and news control areas for production and 
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postproduction editing. The room should be well 
uentilated and, as in all control areas, dust-free. 
5. Programming, engineering and film/tape storage. 

Dressing rooms 
1. Clothes change and make-up. 
2. fl men's and women's area for personal preperation 
of wardrobe and appearance before broadcasting. 
3. Newscast staff, make-up artist and any other 
production participants. 
4. Separate areas for newscast staff and other non-
newscast production participants. Should haue 
priuate stalls plus larger mirrored areas with make
up counters. Room should haue plenty of artificial 
lighting and closet space. RIso should haue 
restrooms. 
5. Studio areas. 

Newsroom 
1. Compiling news 
2. Gathering news information from uarious outside 
sources and in- house archiues to be written and 
edited till it's ready for broadcasting. 
3. Newscast staff plus 5 additional writers. 
4. Open work area with large layout table and 
indiuidual writing cubicles with computer terminals. 
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Transparency to outside for uiewing public. Room 
should receiue plenty of natural lighting and haue 
adjacent area for wire seruice printers and teleuision 
monitors. 
5. On-air news reporting. 

Film/tape storage 
1. Filing and storing films and tapes. 
2. Filing and retrieuing films and tapes of programs 
that the station plans to air in it"s program format. 
3. Technical superuisor and routing switcher. 
4. lUall to wall racks for storage. 
5. Master control. 

Ulorkshop 
1. Equipment repair and storage. 
2. Repair of inoperatable equipment and storage of 
production equipment not currently being used in the 
studio. 
3. Equipment repair technision 
4. Rrea needs lots of linear bench space, electrical 
outlets, storage areasdarge and small) and bright 
artificial lighting. Drawers and cupboards are also 
needed for the storage of small items. 
5. Production areas and engineering. 
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Sales area 
1. Rduertising sales. 
2. Marketing aduertising spots to generate 
operational reuenue for the station to operate. 
3. General sales manager with secretary- hires, 
trains and ouersees sales staff. 
Local sales manager- in charge of productiuity of 
local sales staff. 
National sales manager- in charge of recruiting and 
maintaining out of state accounts. 
6 Sales persons- sales presentations, client calling 
and writing copy. 
4. 3 Managers need to haue separate offices while 
the sales staff will operate in an open office 
enuironment in indiuidual cubicles equipped with 
computer terminals. Rrea also needs a central work 
layout area. 
5. Promotional, continuity, traffic and conference. 

"Traffic"' area 
1. lUork related to daily program schedule. 
2. Receiuing and logging commercial spots from 
clients to be interdispersed with regular 
programming. 
3. 2 Traffic clerks. 
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4. Two work areas with computer terminals and 
printer and file storage. 
5. Sales and programming. 

"Continuitg" area 
1. UJork related to written broadcast material. 
2. UJriting and editing material for commercial spots 
and also occasionally editing news for proper air 
presentation. 
3. 2 Continuity writers. 
4. Two work areas with computer terminals. 
5. Promotional and sales. 

"Promotional" area 
1. Promoting the station. 
2. Preparing newspaper, teleuision and radio 
promotional ads for the station and organizing all 
games, contests and promotional appearances. 
3. 2 Public relations personnel. 
4. Two work areas with computer terminals. 
5. Continuity and sales. 

Graphic arts department 
'• graphic arts production 
2. area for rapid production of charts, photos and 
other uisual materials. 
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3. 2 Graphic artists 
4. work area for alyout of materials and storage of 
materials. 
5. Prop storage and production areas. 

Prop storage area 
1. Construction and storage. 
2. Building and storage of backdrops and props for 
production. 
3. Graphic arts personnel. 
4. Needs plenty of height, working and storage room, 
also needs a storage bin for uarious tools, materials, 
paints and other equipment and lots of artificial 
lighting. 
5. Production, newscasting and outside deliuery area. 

Conference room 
1. Meetings 
2. Sales presentations, sales meetings or any other 
assembly needs. 
3. Sales staff and department heads, and clientele for 
the most part. 
4. Rudio and uisual equipment for presentations, 
table and seating for at least 20. natural lighting 
iwith pleasant outside uiew. 
5. Station manager and sales. 
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Library and archiues 
1. Research 
2. Data pertaining to euents of historical importance 
are referenced from tapes, films and books. 
3. News staff, continuity, promotion and graphic arts. 
4. Necessary storage racks, study areas and 
comfortable reading areas. Needs plenty of natural 
and artificial light. 
5. News 

flUKiliary spaces 
1. Restrooms 
2. Custodial 

SHARED FHCILITIES 

Lobby 

1. Guest/clientele reception. 
2. Guests are greeted and prouided with seating 
areas for waiting. 
3. Uisitors of compleK. 
4. Rrea should haue qualities about it to reflect a 
good impression of the broadcasting compleH, 
including those qualities that speak of the stations 
corporate image and technical nature. Room needs 



lots of natural lighting and track lighting to highlite 
certain features of the compleK"s composition. Rrea 
also needs to eKhibit fine furnishings and broadcast 
paraphernalia, such as a spread of teleuision screens, 
soft music from unseen speakers aboue and 
sophisticated reading material, that put the compleKS 
cultural image on display. 

Recounting area 
1. Bookkeeping 
2. Recording of daily business and detail accounting 
for billing to insure proper payment for seruices. RIso 
responsible for purchasing and payroll. 
3. Chief accountant, 2 assistant auditors, payroll 
clerk, file clerk and a secretary. 
4. Separate office for chief accountant and an open 
office plan for others with indiuidual computer 
terminals. 
5. Station managers. 

Corporate personnels offices 
1- Rdministration 
2. Ensuring operation of compleK is run in accordance 
luith parent companies policies and procedures. 
3. 2 EKecutiues and shared secretary. 
4. Separate offices with pleasant outside uiew. 
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5. Meeting and managing. 

Breakroom 
1. Eating and reloKing. 
2. Consumption of brought or bought food and 
relaning or reading. 
3. Rll employees. 
4. Room should haue tables for eating, uending 
machines, full kitchen facilities, sofa areas for 
relaKing or reading and plenty of natural lighting and 
a secured outside courtyard with seating areas. 
5. Restrooms. 

Telephone equipment room 
1. Transmission of program. 
2. Panels of telephone equipment associated with the 
transmission of programming to the transmitter 
facilities located off site. The radio facility has 
equipment associated with audio communications 
lines and the teleuision facility has lines associated 
û ith the transmission of its programs. 
3. Unattended. 
4. Substancial floor area. 
5. Central technical control areas(master control). 

Garage 
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1. Remote production uehicle storage and work area. 
2. Secured parking area for remote camera and audio 
production uehicles plus a work and storage area for 
handling equipment. 
3. Remote news crew. 
4. Parking for 4 uehicles and a work area with 
workbench and equipment storage. Rrea can share 
tools with prop area and needs plenty of artificial 
lighting. 
5. Prop storage. 

flUHiliary spaces 
1. Restrooms 
2. File room 
3. Mechanical 
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RRDIO s q . f t . required TELEUISION sq . f t required 

station manager's o f f i ce 
program director"s o f f i ce 
chief engineer's o f f i ce 
dj"s offices 
on-air control room 
on-air studio 
on-air news studio 
production cont ro l room 
production studio 
recording contro l room 
recording sudio 
conference studio 
ulorkshop 
newsroom 
sales area 
traffic area 
continuity 
promotional 
music l ibrary 
conference room 
restrooms(2) 
custodial 

250 
250 
400 
400 
250 
180 
100 
250 
300 
250 
200 
400 
400 
600 
900 
300 
300 
300 
200 
500 
350 

50 

total 6.930 cus 

stat ion manager"s of f ice 
chief producer's of f ice 
operations manager's of f ice 
chief engineer's of f ice 
production studio 
production control room 
news studio 
news control room 
newsroom 
dressing rooms 
production s ta f f of f ice 
master control 
f i lm / tape storage 
workshop 
prop storage 
graphic arts 
sales 
t ra f f i c 
cont inui ty 
promotional 
conference room 
l ibrary and archiues 
restrooms(2) 
custodial 

250 
250 
250 
400 

2400 
500 

1200 
500 
800 
800 

1000 
1500 

600 
500 

1000 
250 

1000 
300 
300 
300 
500 
700 
350 

50 

t o t a l 1 5 . 7 0 0 



SHARED sq. f t . required 

lobby 600 
accounting 400 
corporate personnel's offices(2) 500 
breakroom 1000 
restrooms(4) 700 
telephone equipment room 600 
mechanical 1000 

total 4.000 

TOTRL fasJBjqnablc so. f t . I 27.430 

lOTflL fqrnss so. f t . l 55.659 
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STRUCTURE 
teleuision & radio studio and production 
areas 

Future enpansion of OKisting facilities 
should be considered when designing due 
to the rapidly growing nature of the 
broadcasting communications market. The 
areas most likely to be OKpanded would be 
the studio, control room and production 
storage areas. The skeleton of the building 
should be planned to prouide clear spans in 
all production areas as well as the 
independence of certain walls from 
mechanical attachments to permit their 
later remoual for future eKpansion.^5 jhis 
clear span uoid of structural inhibitants is 
necessary, especially in the studio area, to 
allow a freeflow of space for production 
personnel and equipment to moue about at 
lAJill. Therefore, the studios as well as 
production areas should be designed to 
accommodate fleKibility and oKpansion. 

^ 

Q-
::; -• . 3 * 

AEEAS SUITED To FUTUt?E EVPANSION 

AREAS TO BE F L E X I B L E 

FIG. 29 
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flCOUSTICS 

n recording studio should obuiously be 

concerned wi th the aspects of sound 

control, both through the use of sound 

insulation to keep out unwanted OKternal 

noise and through the use of internal 

acoustical t r e a t m e n t to regulate the 

quality of t h e sound d e s i r e d . 

Consideration of eKternal noise control 

should only address the reduction of 

transmitted noise to a leuel just below the 

accepted internally generated noise leuel 

uiithin a broadcast faci l i ty of 25 to 30 

decibels. 

There are basical ly t w o types of 

eKternally generated noises entering a 

studio. Structure-borne sound, which is 

i^ibration conueyed through the fabric of 

the building, is one type. One solution 

towards reducing uibration transmission 

û ould be to design the studios as separate 

structural ent i t ies w i t h independent 

foundation and floating construction which 

iwould pad the studio against the uibration 

of the main structural frame and attached 
mechanical systems, plumbing and 
machinery. The radio studios would be 
more applicable here than the teleuision 
studios because they are more sensitiue to 
the reflection, absorption and scattering 
effects of sound. Howeuer, due to the 
nature of my selected site which lies 
amongst an actiue and noisy Downtown 
Dallas business and industrial core these 
recommendations could apply to both the 
radio and teleuision studio facilities. The 
second type of eKternal noise is airborne. 
In respects to the outside enuironmental 
noise, a measurable amount of insulation 
from airborne noise can occur through the 
proper layout of the building, the grading 
and the landscaping. UJithin the building, 
the airborne noise is created mostly by 
heauy machinery such as conditioning 
units(see systems performance; HURC), 
eleuators, etc. This can be reduced 
significantly by prouiding all studio doors 
with magnetic seals and sound locks and 
all studio transparencies wi th double 
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panes. The insulation of all cable ducts and 
water lines should also be considered. 

UJithin the studio, the acoustical 
phenomena of most concern that needs to 
be auoided are reuerberation and echo. 
Generally oKpressed, square rooms or 
rectangular spaces with parallel walls are 
bad for echoes and often result in bad 
reuerberation, which is acoustic 
resonances(standing waues) that occur as 
the sound reuerberates to and fro between 
parallel non-absorbant surfaces.^ ^ 
Acoustical resonances can be auoided by 
sound diffusion, which can be achieued by 
auoiding parallel alignment of walls 
through the deliberate introduction 
irregularities in the wall surfaces, thus 
auoiding parallel alignment which tends to 
scatter the sound waues when theg are 
reflected. Standing waues, howeuer, are 
not normally a serious problem in a well 
designed studio because sound absorbers 
on the walls generally resolue the 
unwanted reflected waue energy. Echo 

KEEPING IT QUIET 

Sound insulation - structural tnass * ^ 
ui Z 

A high proportion of Ihe exlernal noise is o ~ 
airborne. Sound insulation improves as the (i Q 
mass of partitions (walls, floors, ceilings) is > U 
increased. Thin, flimsy structures have poor g 
sound insulation, '^ 

5 10 20 50 100 200 50( 

MASS OF PARTITION IN kgm/m^ 

S o u n d locks 
To prevent external noises being heard 
when people enter the studio/control 
rooms, etc., small sound-absorbent 
cubicles are introduced, known as sound 
locks. Ideally, ordinary doors should never 
have direct access into the studio. 

WINDOWS 
IN DOORS 

Door seals 
Doors should close as tightly as possible to 
prevent sound leakage. In addit ion to closing 
mechanisms (doors closers, securing 
levers, etc.I magnetic door seals set in 
plastic excluder strips, help to ensure f irm 
sealing. 1. (Magnetic strip. 2. Mi ld sleel 
strip. 

FIG. 30 

DOOR 
FRAME 

n; DOOR 
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can generally be preuented by auoiding 
hard-surfaced wal ls . Reuerberation 
time(RT) is the time taken for a sound in a 
studio to decay(fade away) through 60 dO. 
Roughly speaking, this means the time it 
takes a fairly loud sound to die away to 
inaudibility. RT is found, approKimately, 
from the Sabine formula. Total sound 
absorption is the sum of the absorption at 
all surfaces and is calculated from the area 
of the surface in square meters, multiplied 
by the percentage sound absorption for 
the surface material used. Reuerberation 
time affects the final quality of the sound 
considerably, if it is too short, speech 
tends to sound dry'Cdead, unreuerberant) 
and orchestral music lacks 'warmth' and 
blend'. Too long a reuerberation time 
howeuer, makes speech distant and 
echoey'.l? For a radio or teleuision studio, 
ideally the reuerberation time should be 
Quite short, because reuerberation can 
always be added artificially to the sound 
'•"tput, but can neuer be taken away. 
Howeuer, it is difficult to make a studio of 
^"y appreciable size, such as a larger 

teleuision studio, with an OKtremely short 
RT, because th 
hence non 

ACOUSTIC DATA 

Open air 
Average sitting room 
Radio Talks Studio 
Theatre 
Large TV studios 
Concert Halls 
Large Gothic Cathedral 

e floor is ineuitably hard and 
-absorbent to sound. 

Some Typical Reverberation Times 
(at mid frequencies) 

— nearly zero 
— 0-5 sees 
— 0-4 sees 
— 1 0 sees 
— 0-7 lo 1 1 sees 
— 1 -5 10 2-2 sees 
— up to 10 or 12 sees 
(at low frequencies) 

Percentage sound absorption at different frequencies 

Rough concrete 
Heavy fabrics (draped) 
Wood 
Plain brick wall 
Breeze blocks (unplastered) 
Smooth plaster (painted) 
Plaster on wood lath 
Building board (distempered) 
Building board with 25 mm air space 
Glass {6mm) plate 

60 Hz 
1 
5 
5 
2 

13 
1 
7 
4 

15 
3 

)00Hz 
6 

80 
10 
4 

65 
2 

13 
19 
20 

3 

8000 Hz 
12 
60 
15 
10 
51 

2 
13 
22 
30 

3 
A person seated is equivalent to roughly 0-5 m' of perfect (100%) absorber. 

The Sabine formula 

RT = 
0 1 6 (Volume in m') 

Total sound absorption in Sabine Units 

1 Sabine unit = 1 m' of 100% absorber. 
If a = absorption coefficient 

and s = area (m'), then 
Total sound absorption = a,s, -t 3,5, + etc. 

FIG. 31 
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LIGHTING 
teleuision studios 

Studio lighting must prouide the correct 
quality of light to produce technically 
acceptable pictures. To satisfy these 
needs the proper light fittings and means 
of supporting them must be planned, fl 
large uariety of l ighting equipment is 
auailable, the most common of which are 
shown in associated table labeled lamp 
supports. 

fl combination of light sources will be the 

most desirable solution, fl portion of 

lighting flKtures will be supported directly 

off the floor or clamped onto a partition 

u^all, howeuer a heauy track suspension 

system that is hung directly below the 

studio ceiling should be designed to carry 

some of the lighting f intures. This light 

hanging system is most desirable because 

of its eHtreme fleKibility. The arrangement 

•consists of a series of parallel tracks 

running the length of the studio from 

"^hlch lumina i res on e lect ron ica l ly 

;. r--'W 

Fig. 7.17 Lamp supports 
Studio lighting is mainly suspended (from a p ipegnd in Ihis example) 
1. Clamped directly to Ifie grid (with a C-clamp (illing) 
2. Lowered from an extendable hanger Islidmg rod, drop-arm) 
3. A movable trolley holding a vertically adjustable spring counter-balanced 
pantograph (extension 0 .05-3 6 m / 2 - 1 2 l l ) 
4. Telescopic hanger (skyhook, telescope, monopolel 
5 In confined space, a spring-loaded support bar Ibarncuda. polecat) wedged 
between walls or floor/ceilmg 
6. Telescopic floor stand (0 4 5 - 2 7 m ' r / , - 9 l t ) 
7 Clip-larnp (spring clamp) atlactied lo scenic Hal. 
8 Scenic bracket screws lo top of Mat 
9 Camera lighl (headlamp, basher) Low-power lamp for eye-lighl or local 
illumination Safely bonds (wire or ctiain) are fi l led to all hung fill ings and 
accessories 

FIG. 32 
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controlled pantographs are suspended. 

Each track can be equipped with four 

luminaires. H rule of thumb for the number 

of suspended luminaires required is 'one 

for euery 30 sq. f t . of studio area'. The 

total number of light sources will generally 

consist of 2 /3 hard sources and 1/3 soft 

sources. In addition the studio must be 

effectiuely lit when the production lighting 

is not being used. These house lights 

should be able to be switched both in the 

studio and at the lighting console. The 

minimum studio height for this type of 

system is 16' and proper structural ceiling 

support should be considered to support 

the weight of the track system with 
lamps.18 

'<• W«i . ' 

'^P:. 

FIG. 33 Studio Ughting. 

In relation to the lighting, a dimmer panel 

and patchboard should be strategically 

located to prouide eff icient production 

lighting control, fl dimmer panel is the 

most accurate and floKible means of 

controlling light intensity and should be 

located in the audio control areas. The 

patchboard connects each l iyht ing 
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Instrument to the dimmer and should be 
located somewhere in the studio. These 
deuices are oKtremely helpful in reducing 
heat build-up in the studio, fl thyistor 
dimmer is the preferable type because it 
prouides continuous uariable control of the 
light output, it is easy to remotely control 
the dimmer with a simple fader, it's not 
wasteful of power, and it's compact and 
easy to maintain. It should also be noted 
that both the dimmer panel and all 
luminaires should be equipped with forced 
uentilation to preuent ouer-heating. 

FIG. 34 Dimmer Panel. FIG. 35 Ughting Patchboard. 
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HUflC 
studio uentilation and conditioning 

Design of air conditioning for radio and 

teleuision studios requ i res carefu l 

attention to the elimination of heat build

up and control of noise. These parameters 

of uentilation and conditioning require 

greater attention in the teleuision studio 

due to the uery high lighting intensities 

uJhich can f luctuate ouer considerable 

ranges in short periods of t ime, requiring 

the air conditioning system to be uery 

floHible and capable of handling wide 

variations quickly. The lack of windows, 

use of acoustical t rea tment and studio 

production lighting all combined can create 

an unbearably hot working enuironment 

that can not only be uncomfortable to the 

studio personnel and talent, but can also 

result in the damage of e lectr ical 

equipment. The lighting system generates 

about 1 kilowatt of heat for euery kilowatt 

of power consumed which can hamper 

production personnel eff iciency unless 

remoued.20 

flir mouement within the production area 
should be kept below 25fpm, which 
generally applies to an area from the floor 
to a height of 12 feet. The system should 
be capable of changing the studio air(hot 
with cool and drg) 15 to 20 times per hour, 
fl room temperature between 75 and 80 
degrees with a humidity ranye of 407o to 
45% will allow personnel and equipment to 
operate efficiently. R high studio ceiling, 
sensitiue camerasdower wat tage) and 
lighting dimmers can help preuent heat 
b u i l d - u p . 2 1 M o r e o u e r , w h e n e u e r 
practicable, a large portion of the air 
mouement should be eKhausted ouer the 
bank of lights. RIso to be taken under 
consideration is the noise factor created 
by the large uolume of air mouement. This 
problem can usually be eliminated through 
the use of ouersized ductwork internally 
lined wi th acoustical mate r ia l and 
ouersized diffusers. In addition, the outlet 
locations must be carefully analyzed to 
eliminate turbulence and eddy currents 
within the studio which could be picked up 
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by the microphones and all ductwork needs 
to be suspended by means of neoprene of 
rubber in-shear type uibration mountings. 
In some studios, spiral floKible or 
telescoping ductwork has been used to 
take care of special supply or oKhaust 
problems. All ductwork, return and 
OKhaust fan inlets and fan discharges that 
pass through the studio wall should be 
equipped with sound traps to separate 
each room acoustically.22 

RIso included in prouisions for special 
uentilation requirements would be all 
production associated technical areas. 
Each control room should be designed as a 
separate zone. The control room will 
usuallg require at least 30 air changes to 
maintain proper conditions as well as 
prouisions to enable each control room to 
turn their air conditioning on or off. 

Based on all of these considerations, the 
most appropriate system selected should 
be either dual duct, sinyle duct with 
cooling and/ or heating booster coils or a 

STUDIO VENTILATION COLD 
AIR INTAKE 

HOT AIR 
EXTRACTION 

Basic ventilation system 
If the ventilation system is to be used 
continuously, it should be capable of 
handling two thirds of the maximum 
lighting power in the form of heat. Use 
could be made of the extracted hot air for 
heating the studio complex. With filter (1) 
cooler (2) and heater (3). 
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STUDIO 
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COLD AIR 
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Ventilation trunks 
Method of Introducing cold air over the top 
of the scenery by means of large diameter 
trunks (5). 

SCENERY 

J COLD 
AIR 

HOT AIR L 

Ventilation shelves 
Simple method for introducing cold air and 
extraction of the hot air by means of two 
ventilation shelves (6) which extend along 
the length of the studio. 

STUDIO 

COLD AIR 

Intermittent usage 
Ventilation system for intermittent use (not 
during transmission or recording). Heavy 
jduty extraction fans (7). Shuttered air vents 
(8). 

FIG. 3 6 
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multi-zone system, fl low uelocity, low 
static pressure system is desirable in order 
to eliminate any potential source of noise. 
Studio loads seldom eKceed 50-100 tons of 
refrigeration, but it is important for the 
studio to haue its own refrigeration 
system, in case of emergencies.2 3 
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ELECTRICRL POUJER 

The lighting system in the teleuision studio 

will, of course, require the greatest 

amount of power. In addition, the studio 

needs standard mains supplies to power 

studio equipment such as monitors, 

microphone ampl i f iers, uideo recorders, 

control room equipment and any electrical 

equipment used in a production and should 

be prouided on a separate feeder and 

panel for each f a c i l i t y ( r a d i o and 

teleuision). There are two methods 

typically used for est imat iny power 

requirements of the studio: (1) an auerage 

of 45 watts for each foot of studio area or 

(2) 100 wat ts for each square foot of 

lighted area. R conuenient feature is a 

master switch on the lighting panel and 

another on the production panel for easy 

power shutdown. The power supply to the 

studio should be allotted its own phase. Rn 

emergency backup generator should be 

auailable in case of a power black-out.24 

The number of lamps in the studio usuallg 

•letermines the number of power outlets 

that are needed, fl 13 amp ring-main 

supply is needed with outlets spaced 

around the studio walls. Outlets at 12' 

interuals will usually satisfy all power 

requirements. Prouisions should be made 

to allow the flKod power outlets to be 

OKtended through the use of oKtension 

cables wi th single and m u l t i - w a y 

distribution boKes. In addition oKtra 

outlets should be included in the lighting 

grid. 

Studio distribution box 
Individually identified metal-clad boxes are 
located at intervals along the studio walls 
These contain a series of outlets and 
supplies for equipment. 
1. Protective fender bars. 
2. General production talkback pick-up 

points, audio tie lines, microphone 
points, cue lines. 

3. Monitor video-feed points, and video tie_ 
lines. 

4. Cue light outputs (push-button 
controlled In the production control 
room). Reverse talkback facility, prompt 
cut circuit. 

5. Sound boom plug points. 
6. Camera cable plug points. 
7. Telephone to production or technical 

areas. 
Distribution box identification. 8. 

FIG. 37 
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COMMUNICATION 

The intercommunication system is the 
lifeline in the broadcast operation. It 
prouides uoice communication among all 
production and engineering personnel. In 
the teleuision studio a wireless intercom 
system will be used for the floor 
personnel, howeuer, this system doesn't 
allow the floor crew to talk back to the 
control area so a priuate line(P.L.) system 
mill also be used in which contact is made 
between isolated control areas and the 
floor crew through fleKible lightweight 
cables accessible at all control panels, 
cameras and specified wall outlets. 
Rdditionally, a studio address system($.R.) 
allows the control area to talk to all floor 
personnel at once. In the radio facility as 
luell, the studio and production areas need 
to haue communication lines through an 
intercom system for efficient personnel 
interaction. 

t !—0—a 

BASIC STUDIO TALKBACK SYSTEtl^S 
A (implified illuslrauon o( Ihe dislribulion ol r)roduclion laikback if shown In addition 
piivafe wire switched intercomm circuits e.ist between members of the mam 
1 Director. 2 Director's microphone. 3. Microphone On/0« iwitch. 4. Amplidnrs. 5. 
Talkback transmitter and aeriei for radio talkback to Floor Manager. 6 Talkback 
dislribulion lo other destinations in the studio complex e.g Make-up Service Room and 
Video Tape and Teiecine Areas 7. Talkback dislribulion lo desiinalions outside the 
studio compleK eg. Outside Broadcasts B. Distribution to sludk> personnel requiring 
Islkback other than those illoslraled eg. Back Projeclionisls. Prompter Operator and 
Camera Mobile Crane Operators. 9. Cameraman 10 Caption Operator. 11 Boom 
Operator. 12 Floor Manager. 13 Floor Managers receiver and aerial. 

FIG. 38 
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TU-HM TELEUISION STUDIO 

CamdenTown, England 
Terry Farrell Partnership 

The TU-am building is a teleuision 
broadcasting facility complete with studios 
retofit into an oKisting warehouse. 
Farrell composed his design on three 
separate layers- street eleuation, interior 
and canalside eleuation. Each one has a 
character of its own, yet they all three 
uJork together towards a total 
composition. On the street eleuation 
Farrell incorporates uiuid colors of metal 
tubing against a stark backdrop of 
corrugated metal and tile with no glazing 
to glue an industrial play on a Classical 
theme. The colorful metal tubing forms a 
bridge ouer the main entrance and is 
capped by a keystone representing a 
sunrise symbol, prouiding a constant 
reminder to the passer-byer that this is a 
facility for breakfast teleuision. The 
canalside facade, topped with a 
sawtoothed parapet and huge fiberglass 
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eggcups, is a little more brash with its 
application of glossy black, blue and white 
paintwork and eKtensiue glazing. 

The main strength of this project howeuer, 
lies in its rich interior. Inside, Farrell 
worked with an abundant number of 
different styles in an original and 
eHaggerated way creating almost a stage 
set of its own with a uariety of theatrical 
backdrops. The fact that the structure 
pre-OKisted freed Farrell to focus his 
efforts towards an interiors project and 
encouraged him to haue fun with a show 
biz, glitzy type of decor. 

Despite the lauish feel of its interior, this 
project was actually operated on a low 
budget, but the design team's dedication to 
the use of cheap materials in a fun way 
through inuentiue detailing and enthusiasm 
showed that a "cheap building need not be 
a dull building." This project also 
e»empiifies what can be accomplished 
Uihen an area of interest is focused upon 
through completion, that being creatiue 

material use(especiallg on the interior) in 
this project. 
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lUCCO-TU 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Hardg Holzman Pfeiffer 

fl Teleuision Communications Center in 
downtown Minneapolis for Midwest 
Communication of 100,000 sq. ft. 

The main emphasis in this project was to 
design a building worthy of its site, one 
that would be a response to the program, 
materials and scale of the surrounding 
urban site and form a third wall of a low-
rise enclaue enclosing a plaza. 

The completed building is a three story 
stepped structure clad in cream colored 
Minnesota stone and copper shingles. 
Large, unornamented blocklike windows 
line the street leuel allowing pedestrians 
to be the prying camera on the newsroom 
action. The building is a celebration of 
materials and craftmanship, an oHpression 
ef solid and spare geometry . 
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I especially like the zig-zag pedestrian 
û alk that brings in natural light to the 
interior of building through the abundant 
use of skylights and prouides a path 
leading uisitors through the facilities and 
across a series of gathering spaces. 
Uiindows at the end of almost euery 
hallway prouide guidance and framed 
uistas of outside spaces. 

Concentration on material composition 
resulted in an architecture sprung from the 
urban fabric crafted to perseuere many 
generations of architectural tastes, "fls 
much an architecture of the earth as of the 
m a n m a d e e n u i r o n m e n t . " 
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IUQ»I RM/FM RHDIO STATION 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Scogin, Elam & Rray 

fl 34,000 sq. f t . broadcasting facility, 
including production, administration and 
sales areas, located along a major north-
south artery at the edge of the city at a 
high eleuation in an area of transition to 
major commercial uses. 

This facility was primarily designed to 
oHpress the station's corporate culture, 
high energy and public image. Internally, 
an attempt was made to encourage staff 
interaction through intersections, nodes, 
stairs, balconies, transparencies and 
internal separation of interdependent 
functions. The plan's collage organization 
is a response to the site's edge condition 
and is structured geometrically in relation 
to the antenna's position in plan. 

I like how the plan is agitated to oKpress 
mouement and act iu i ty , qualities 
inherently possessed by a radio station. I 

think that the nicely controlled 
decomposition of elements helps to 
produce an enuironment fostering staff 
interaction. 
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CHEMIN DE LH LIDERTE' 

Entrance to the Tuileries, France 
Jean-Marie Hennin & Nicholas Normier 

Originallg designed by Jean Nouuil to be a 
string of towers in the Siene spanning 
between the Concord and the Rastille and 
connected by a delicate steel walkway for 
the Great Paris EKhibition of 1985. 

The bridge was neuer realized, howeuer 
Hennin and Normier reuiued the tower 
design and had the modified towers 
erected through priuate finance in 1989 at 
the entrance to the Tuileries with the 
structural aduice of Peter Rice. 

These towers speak of the uirtues of steel 
and cable, the light and elegant structure 
giuing rise to uisions of sails and wings. 
These hi-tech wings of steel, glass and 
fabric seem to reach out in a 
communicatiue fashion. 
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EHPERIENCE IN MHTERIRL 25 
House at Honkomagome 

Bunkyo lUard, Tokyo 
Ryoji Suzuki Architects & Planners 
fl priuate residence of 2124 sq. ft . 
comprising 3 leuels and completed in 
A u g u s t o f 1 9 8 8 . 



fls in the House at Honkamogome, emphasis 
of the design was placed in the use of 
concrete, steel and wood in eKpressiue and 
dynamic fashion inspired by the concept of 
the moment of discouery. UJithin each 
piece of architecture there eKists unique 
conditions due to site, budget, and client 
ujhich lend direction to the design. These 
conditions neuer fail to produce conflict 
and contradiction in the applied concepts 
and methods of the designer. These power 
struggles are the impetus of the work and 
these one time euents must be captured in 
the architecture to yield the work of 
discouery. 

In the design of this house, I like the open 
plan of the inner space, especially how the 
steel catwalks crisscross the inner uolume 
''̂  a d y n a m i c f a s h i o n . 

Sfction: scale: 11200. 
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EHPERIENCE IN MRTERIRL 26 
House at Koganei 

Koganei, Tokyo 
Ryoji Suzuki Architects and Planners 
fl priuate residence of 1179 sq. ft . 
comprising 2 leuels completed in Rugust of 
1988. 



This house was designed to achieue a point 
of constant discouery in order for the 
architecture not to lose its tension, yet to 
remain a modest piece of work without 
any dramatic or flashy effect. This concept 
of discouery is what Suzuki feels glue his 
architecture a mouement of its own. 
Recording to Suzuki, this concept of 
discouery can be achieued by creatiny a 
tension of dynamics, such as a weak sound 
that can barely be heard or an image that 
can barely be seen. This house, primarily 
structured in reinforced concrete, is 
uirtually a museum of the basic materials 
of concrete, steel and wood which are 
ewposed, OKpressed and connected to 
reueal a fresh, aggressiue and uiuid 
simplicity of composition in which the 
aesthetics bare structural materials can be 
eKperienced and a p p r e c i a t e d . 
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FUKUOKR SEASIDE MOMOCHI 

Suward Ward, Fukuoka Prefecture 
Kisho Kurokawa, Architect & Associates 

^ • T : : • •'• . A 
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This building is a commercial facility that 
ujill serue a large housing deuelopment. 
The building contains a bank, gallery, 
multi-purpose hall and commercial spaces 
and will also serue as one of the pauilions 
in the Fukuoka Seaside Housing and 
Enuironmental EKhibition. 

The wooden trusswork in the conical 
atrium and ouer the multi-purpose hall is 
beautifully composed and elegantly 
balanced with steel cables. The use of 
concrete, steel and wood throughout the 
facility is gracefully ordered and OKterior 
forms aesthetically balanced with surfaces 
of simply finished monochromatic 
materials that produces a project that 
relates well to its surroundings. The 
enterior massing and scale yields an 
alluring appeal to come and OKperience the 
inner uolumes created by the clashing of 
the oKterior masses. 
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The site chosen for this facility is physically located at the west corner of Caroline 

Street and Ashland Street, Dallas, Dallas County, TOKOS. The site is comprised of four 

tracts that haue been assembled to form an irregularly shaped parcel that is 

effectiuely bounded by Field, Caroline and Ashland Streets. Field Street is incorrectly 

shown on the suruey site plan as Dallas North Tollway. The four tracts referred to 

here are labeled on the suruey map as tracts 1, 2, 3, and 9. Tract 9 is separated from 

the others by UJichita Street which will be petitioned for abandonment when the site 

is deueloped. The site has auerage accessibility and uisibility in near proKimity to the 

Dallas CRD. The site is well suited for a mlKod use deuelopment which would be 

consistent with nearby land uses and enuirons. The following information is a brief 

synopsis of the subject's general characteristics. 

Size: 40,116 net sq. ft. including the connecting 

portion of UJichita Street. 

Dimensions: Tract 1 is rectangular in shape and has 20,000 square 

feet with frontage on Caroline and UJichita Streets. 

Tract 2 is a generally triangularly shaped parcel with 

7,037 square feet with frontage on Field and 

flshland Streets. 

Tract 3 is square in shape with 10,000 square feet 

and frontage on Ashland and Caroline Streets. 

Tract 9 is triangular in shape with 1,879 square feet 

and has frontage on Caroline, UJichita and Field 

Streets. 
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'̂ '̂ °"*̂ 9®- Frontage on the three primarg streets that form the 

boundaries of the assembled tracts is as follows: 

Field Street: 462.45 feet 

Ashland Street: 171.66 feet 

Caroline Street: 398.34 feet 

''^'^^**- Ouerall accessibility to the site is auerage. It is 
located approKimately two blocks northwest of 
UJoodall Aodgers Freewag. This freeway connects 
Stemmons Freeway on the west to North Central 
EKpressway on the east and prouides conuenient 
freeway transit into the general CRD area. The 
subject site has direct access to UJoodall Dodgers 
Freeway and the Dallas CDD uia Field Street and Rkard 
Street. Howeuer, access to the site from downtown 
is somewhat restricted by the routing of traffic from 
flkard to Cedar Springs with no option for continuing 
north to reach the subject site. Similarly, traffic 
south from Cedar Springs toward the CDD is routed to 
either to UJichita Street or Harry Hines Douleuard. 

Field Street, a two-way, primarily north-south, SIK-
lane, concrete paued street with concrete curbs and 
gutters and left turn lanes, prouides the best access 
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south into the CDD and also to the north of the 
subject. 

flshland Street is onIg a short connector street; it Is a 
two-way, two-lane, east-west, concrete paued 
street with concrete curbs and gutters. 

Traffic Counts: Field Street between Cedar Springs Road and UJichita 

Street - 15,534 cars per day as of January 1 990. 

Soil Rnalysis: RIthough no soil analgses has been obtained, an 

inspection of the OKisting subject improuements did 

not reueal any significant euidence of structural 

damage caused bg unstable soil. Howeuer, such a 

determination should be made by a qualified 

professional. 

flccording th the United States Agriculture 

Department's Soil Conseruation Diuision, the soil for 

the subject is Urban Land. This area consists of 

eKtensiue built up areas where 757o or more of the 

surface is couered with buildings and pauement. The 

soils in these areas haue been altered or couered 

during urban deuelopment; therefore, it was not 

feasible to identifg and separate them in mapping. 

Utilities: Utilities auailable to the site are as follows: 
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Electricity-

Gas-

Telephone-

UJater and sewer-

TU Electric 
Lone Star Gas 
Southwestern Del 
City of Dallas 

Easement: 

Topography: 

EKisting Uegetation: 

Floodplain Status: 

Surrounding Land Uses: 

Other than tgpical building line setbacks, utility 
easements, fire lane and access easements and 25 
feet in street easements, there are no other indicated 
easements on the property. 

The subject site is basically leuel and at street grade. 

Drainage appears adequate. Eleuation is 420 feet. 

The site is currentig uoid of ang trees or significant 

uegetation. 

Flood insurance map, community panel number 
480171 0135C, dated March 16 1983, published by the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency, indicates 
that the subject is not within a 100-year flood plain. 

Immediate surrounding land uses are as follows: 

North: Uacant land; grocery store 
South: Parking lots; small commercial buildings 

East: Parking Garage; uacant land 
UJest: Uacant land; DP&L substation. 
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Zoning: 

The subject site is zoned PD-193 1-2 District bg the Citg of Dallas. Planned 

Deuelopment District No. 193 is known as the Oak Lawn Special Purpose District. This 

ordinance prouides standards specifically tailored to meet the needs of the Oak Lawn 

area, which is currently recognized as an area of cultural and architectural 

importance and significance to the citizens of Dallas. The subject's general 

classification within PD No. 193 is 1-2 Industrial District, which is designed for a wide 

uariety of uses, 

fl brief synopsis of pertinent data for the subject's zoning is as follows: 

MoKimum Lot Couerage: 

MoKimum Density: 

MaKimum Building Height: 

Minimum Front Vard: 

Minimum Side Vard: 

Minimum Rear Vard: 

Permitted Uses: 

100% 

10:1 
maKimum of 490 feet 

0 feet 

0 feet 

0 feet 
fl wide uarietg of retail, commercial, residential and 

industrial/manufacturing uses. 

Physical Description: 

The physical conteKt of this site was chosen due to the busy, dynamic, somewhat 
chaotic feel it OKUdes. In this project I hope to achieue a facility with a high tech, 
energetic, high profile image about it, yet the chosen materials for this oKpression 
and the manner in which I intend to incorporate them will tend to yiue it a slightly 
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industrial sense, so I felt it important to locate the project in a area where it can be 
perceiued as a member of the heauily commercialized fast paced Central Dusiness 
District atmosphere yet not out of conteKt with a communication of an industrious 
uocabulary. This portion of Field Street seems to be an appropriate and desirable 
location as it appears to oKist as somewhat of a diuiding line between the 
professional business district including office towers, uarious commercial uentures 
and the trendy shops and restaurants of the McKinney Ruenue corridor to the east and 
the older Industrialized strip of warehouses, factories, manufacturiny plants all 
connected through a myriad of railways that oKtends from Field Street west to the 
Trinity Riuer and terminates at it's southern edge in the Downtown area at the 
rejuuenated Historic UJest End Marketplace. UJhen standing on the site, the Dallas CDD 
can be clearly seen due south across UJoodall Dodgers Freeway and is eKperienced as a 
somewhat ouerwhelming wall of towering skyscrapers because of the close proKimity 
at which the site eKists. The uiew from southwest to northwest reueals a host of 
industrial facilities beginning with the UJest End Historic District to the southwest and 
terminating directly across the street of the northwest corner of the site with an 
immense concrete storage silo. Located just across the street to the west is an old 
Dallas Power and Light substation fashioned of red brick and towering concrete 
smokestacks. Also adjacent to the facility are a couple of OHposed large steel 
electrical generators with smaller concrete smokestacks and an stretch of telephone 
transmission towers running off to the west. Cutting through this industrial zone are 
an abundant number of railroad tracks and Stemmons Freeway. The land slopes 
upward to the north hosting mainig residential and smaller commercial 
establishments. Mounted at the uppermost eleuation of the grading incline is a 
communications tower from which transmitter faculties and equipment will be placed 
and remotely operated. To the east the land also slopes slightly upward and is 
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inhabited by uarious smaller office towers and commercial establishments. Directly 
across Caroline Street to the east is a row of small warehouses that will most likely 
be demolished during the deuelopment of this project due to the fact that they only 
deualue the properties worth. The ouerall characteristic of this site glues forth a 
dynamic flow of euents. The constant course of actiuity can be felt through the 
upbeat pace of human interaction in the dense business fabric of the downtown core 
and the continuance of mechanical operations in the industrial district all interwouen 
through uehicular pathways that are flowing not onIg throughout the daytime but well 
into the night, heightened by the fact that sandwiched in-between the CDD and the 
industrial district is an area of popular Dallas nightlife and social gathering, the UJest 
End Marketplace, which is clearly in sight only a few blocks from the site. Clearly, the 
prime uisual focal points for this location are the downtown skyline to the south, the 
DP&L substation to the west, and the UJest End Marketplace to the southwest. 
Secondary uiews would be those looking west across a conglomeration of office 
buildings. The least fauorable uiew would be towards the north of a somewhat 
deteriorated residential and smaller commercial area, howeuer the eleuated leuels of 
upper floors might attain a nice uiew of the Stemmons Freeway corridor including the 
Dallas Market Center and a few of Dallas' finer hotels. 

flithough this busy and somewhat hectic and noisy enuironment was desired for the 
full realization of the dynamic continuum of mouement I hope to oKpel through the 
articulation of the chosen materials and their composition, it's not normally the most 
suitable Of enuironments for the recording of sound and uision where sound isolation 
is crucial and structure uibration an unwanted problem. These issues can be resolued 
for such and enuironment as this howeuer, through proper design resolution, not only 
through appropriate interior acoustical considerations but also through optimum site 
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location of crucial recording areas and manipulation of the physical site to prouide 
sufficient buffering of sound where needed. 

lliith all of this in mind, a few obseruations of site placement of the broadcast 
facilities major functional areas should be noted: 

The adminlstratiue areas should ideallg occupg the highest leuel. From this leuel 
uiews in all directions could be suitable with the higher ranking personnel retaining 
preferred uiews. The front facade would ideally face west or southwest onto Field 
Street as this street retains the highest oKposure to uehicular traffic both from Field 
Street itself and from UJoodall Aodgers and Stemmons Freeways. The lobby area of 
the first leuel should incorporate direct uertical circulation to the adminlstratiue 
areas. 
The teleuision production areas should be located on the first leuel in the northeast 
area of the site with seruice entry from Caroline Street. The teleuision studios will be 
best suited here both because they don't require uisual connection with the outside 
and because they will be best protected from eKternal noise on this side of the 
facility. The radio production areas, howeuer might be more ideally suited on a higher 
leuel with a direct uiew of the urban scene so as to create an inspirational setting for 
the production talent, especially during the nocturnal shifts. 
The remaining functional areas can be weighed as to their importance an 
appropriately infilled into the ouerall design according to their needs and relationships 
as outlined in the actiuity and space analysis section of this document, howeuer, it 
Should be noted that any areas significant to upholding and oKpressing the stations 
corporate, high profile image to the uisitor or cMent should place importance on select 
uiews of the urban eKcitement. 
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Site Photos 
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Climactic Data: 

NORMALS, 

MEANS AND EXTREIVIES 

DAllAS - FORT W O R T H , T E X A S 

LATITUDE: 32"54'N LONGITUUE: < 

TEMPERATURE °F: 
Normals 

"Da i1y Max i mum 
~Dai1y Minifflum 
-MonthIy 

Extremes 
-Record Highest 
-Year 
-Record Lowest 
-Year 

NORMAL DEGREE DAYS: 
Heating (base b5°F1 

Cooling (base b5°F) 

X OF POSSIBLE SUNSHINE 

MEAN SKY COVER (tenths) 
Sunr ise - Sunset 

MEAN NUMBER OF DAYS: 
Sunrise to Sunset 

-Clear 
-Partly Cloudy 
-Cloudy 

Prec ip i tat ion 
.01 inches or more 
Snow,Ice pe1 lets 
1.0 i nches or more 

Thunderstorms 
Heavy Fog Visibi1i ty 
1/4 mile or (ess 
Temperature F 

-Maximum 
90 and above 
32° and be(ow 

-Minimum 
32° and below 
0° and below 

AVG. STATION PRESS. Imb) 

RELATIVE HUMIDITY (X) 
Hour 00 

"°"'" ?^ (Loca( Timel 
Hour 1^ 
Hour 18 

PRECIPITATION (inches): 
Hater Equivaient 

-Normal 
-Maximum Monthly 
-Year 
-Minimum Monthly 
-Year 
-Max I mum in 24 hrs 
-Year 

Snow,Ice pel lets 
-Max imum MonthIy 
-Year 
-Maximum in 24 hrs 
-Year 

HIND: 
Mean Speed (mphi 
Pra^i ( inq Direct ion 
ih?bugh 19b3 

"^Fastest Obs. 1 Min. 
•• -Direct ion 
-Speed (MPH) 
-Year 

PeaK Gust 
-Direct ion 
-Speed (mphI 
-flat-

(ai 

' 

JAN 

54.0 
33.9 
44.0 

32 

32 

7 

32 

32 
32 
32 

32 

32 

32 

32 

22 
22 

22 
22 

13 

22 
22 
22 
22 

32 

32 

32 

32 

32 

32 

32 
32 

2 
2 

8 ^ 
19b9 

4 
19b4 

b51 

0 

53 

b.1 

9.8 
5.7 
15.5 

7.0 

0.7 

0.9 

2.7 

0.0 
1.9 

Ib.O 
0.0 

999.7 

73 
79 
bl 
59 

l.b5 
3.bO 
19b8 
0.13 
197b 
2.39 
1975 

12.1 
19b4 
12.1 
19b4 

11.1 

S 

3b 
55 

1985 

N 
bh 

19fî  

J7-02' 1 

FEB 

59.1 
37.8 
48,5 

88 
1959 

7 
1985 

4b9 

7 

5b 

5.7 

9.9 
5.7 
12.7 

b.4 

0.4 

1.7 

1.7 

0.0 
0.7 

10.0 
0.0 

998.0 

71 
79 
59 
54 

1.93 
b.2'J 
19b5 
0.15 
19b3 
4.0b 
19b5 

13.5 
1978 
7.5 

1978 

11.9 

S 

3b 
51 

19b2 

S 
54 

I9fi5 

* ELEVATION 

MAR 

b7.2 
44.9 
5b.0 

9b 
1974 
15 

1980 

313 

37 

58 

5.9 

9.b 
7.5 

13.9 

7.3 

0.1 

4.2 

1.1 

0.2 
0.0 

2.7 
0.0 

993.4 

71 
80 
57 
51 

2.42 
b.39 
19b8 
0.10 
1972 
4.39 
1977 

2.5 
19b2 
2.5 
19b2 

13.0 

S 

29 
55 

1954 

S 
53 

19ft5 

APR 

7b. 8 
55.0 
b5.9 

95 
1972 
30 

1973 

85 

112 

b4 

b.O 

8.7 
8.0 
13.3 

8.1 

0.0 

b.O 

0.7 

O.b 
0.0 

0.1 
0.0 

993.2 

73 
82 
57 
53 

3 b3 
12.19 
1957 
0.59 
1983 
4.55 
1957 

12,7 

S 

32 
55 

1970 

U 
48 

iqR4 

• FT. GRND 551 BARO 

MAY 

84.4 
b2.9 
73.7 

103 
1985 
41 

1978 

0 

275 

b5 

5.8 

8.4 
10.9 
11.7 

8.b 

0.0 

7.3 

0.4 

3.8 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

991.b 

79 
87 
bO 
57 

4 27 
13.bb 
1982 
0.99 
1977 
4.8b 
19b5 

> 

11.1 

S 

14 
55 

1955 

S 
53 

JUNE 

93.2 
70.8 
82.0 

113 
1980 
51 

19b4 

0 

510 

72 

4.8 

11.2 
115 
7.3 

5,9 

0.0 

5.8 

0 1 

19.b 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

992,8 

73 
85 
55 
50 

2,59 
7,85 
1981 
0,40 
19b4 
3,11 
19bb 

10,6 

S 

32 
52 

1955 

E 
53 

iqR4 

JULY 

97.8 
74.7 
8b. 3 

110 
1980 
59 

1972 

0 

bbO 

80 

4.2 

15.3 
9.3 
b.4 

4.8 

0.0 

4.8 

0.0 

27.8 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

994,2 

bb 
80 
48 
44 

2.00 
11.13 
1973 
0.09 
19b5 
3.7b 
1975 

9.5 

S 

3b 
b5 

I9b1 

S 
3b 

iqRt; 

00575 

AUG 

97.3 
73.7 
85.5 

108 
19b4 
5b 

19b7 

0 

&3b 

78 

4.2 

15.2 
10.0 
5.8 

4.b 

0.0 

4.5 

o.» 

2b. 9 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

994.1 

b7 
80 
50 
44 

1.7b 
b.85 
1970 
T 

1980 
4.05 
197b 

9.0 

S 

3b 
73 

1959 

NM 

el 
iqRc, 

TIME 

SEP 

89.7 
b7.5 
78. b 

10b 
1985 
43 

1984 

0 

408 

73 

4 7 

13.0 
8.5 
8.4 

b.B 

0.0 

3.5 

0.1 

14.2 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

994.8 

74 
84 
5b 
53 

3.31 
9.52 
19b4 
0.09 
1984 
4.7b 
19b5 

9,4 

S 

11 
53 

19b1 

U 
43 

1'<R4 
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79.5 
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b7.9 
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5b 
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0.9 
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5b 
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IB 

58 
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1970 
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58,1 
37.4 
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0 
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b,0 
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0.8 
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0 0 
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APPENDICES 



COST flNHLVSIS: 

UITKP- Radio & Teleuision Communications Center 
a broadcasting complex forTeldyne Communications, Inc. 
Dallas, TK. 

I. TOTAL AREA 
enclosed space 

assignable 27,430 
circulation 8.229 

total building area 35,659 

II. PROJECT COST ESTIMATE low high 
A. Construction: ($/sq. ft.) 

general 
concrete 
masonry 
metals 
mood 
thermal & moist 
protection 
doors & ujindoujs 

5.96 
7.53 

30.89 
6.06 
5.80 

1.76 
.49 

6.59 
8.32 

34.13 
6.70 
6.05 

1.94 

.54 



msa^^ssB^s^^^mM 

f in ishes: 

d ryu ia l l 

acoust ics 

f loo r ing 

pa in t ing & sta in in 

specia l t ies 

equ ipment & 

furn ish ings 

e lec t r i ca l 

mechanica l : 

p lumbing 

HUAC 

s u b t o t a l 

10.85 

1.66 

2.15 

g 1.37 

1.27 

5.62 

11.63 

3.62 

11.94 

108 .60 

11.99 

1.84 

2.38 

1.51 

1.40 

6.18 

12.85 

4.00 

13.13 

119.55 

(K) bldg. area $3,872,567 

unit costs: 

eleuators(3) 

10% contingency 

$135,000 

$353,351 

construction cost $636,033 

indoKdncrease for a 

3 yr. period) 

$4,263,033 

$135,000 

$388,979 

$700,162 
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total building 

construction cost $4,996,951 
building construction 
cost(per sq. ft .) $140.13 

$5,487,175 

$153.87 

B. Site deuelopment & outside costs $54,516 
(util it ies not ujithin structure) 

Site deuelopment: 
roads(asphalt) 
concrete sidewalks 
landscaping 

sq. f t . 
$.63 

$2.19 
$4,032 
$2,019 

$75,000 

subtotal $135.567 

Direct construction low 
cost $4,703,469 

high 
$5 ,159 ,505 

C. Professional seruices, superuision & administration 

architect/engineer 
architects detailed 
obseruation 
site suruey G* 
soil analysis 

8.5% 

.017% 

$434,732 

$86,946 

$3,300 



r***"*̂ -̂"""-'" 

administration& 
superuision fees 7.5% $383.587 

Indirect construction 
cost $908,565 

Total construction low high 

cost $5,657,034 $6,113,070 

D. Cost of property & easement $2,300,000 

low high 

TOTRL PROJECT 
COST $7,957,034 $8,413,070 
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REUENUE & EKPENSE: 

REVENUE AND EXPENSE OF BROADCAST STATIONS NATIONWIDE (IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS) 

Revenue and expense Items 

Network compensation 
National/regional advertising 
Local advertising 

Total t imes sales 
Agency and rep commissions 
Other revenue 

Total net revenue 
Expenses 

Engineering 
Programming 
News 
Sales 
Advertising and promot ion 
General administrative 

Total expenses 
Pretax prof i t 
Cash flow 

Daytime 
AMs 

8.3 
41.8 

197.6 

229.9 
12.9 
2.4 

210.0 

10.3 
51.1 
12.1 
38.6 

7.6 
91.2 

206.3 
16.9 
43.0 

Radio stations 

Full-time 
AMs 

31.6 
293.8 

1.067.8 

1,300.0 
163.0 

13.1 

1,071.4 

48.0 
229.5 

88.9 
183.7 
93.7 

376.3 

1,014.8 
(19.5) 
135.3 

AM/FM 
combos 

18.9 
302.7 

1,100.9 

1,353.0 
153.1 

18.7 

1,216.2 

55.6 
241.4 

39.4 
238.7 

91.9 
510.1 

1,175.2 
49.4 

219.0 

FM stand-
alones 

21.2 
334.8 

1,291.0 

1,614.2 
210.5 

20.1 

1.353.2 

53.4 
258.2 

31.3 
265.4 
166.2 
539.0 

1,303.7 
63.0 

285.2 

Affiliates 

822.9 
7,749.1 
8,217.1 

16,734.2 
2,751.2 

267.4 

14,239.4 

760.0 
2,233.7 
1,882.1 

892.9 
541.1 

3,287.7 

9,827.8 
3,369.1 
4,350.2 

Television stations 

Independents 

26,4 
6.820.3 
8,357.7 

14,987.8 
2,509.7 

267.0 
12,813.3 

779.6 
7,044.9 

460.8 
991.7 
763.5 

3,268.1 

13,040.0 
(129.7) 

1,182.1 

All 
UHFs 

252.8 
3.821.7 
3,565.6 
7,559.4 
1,354.6 

196.3 
6,444.9 

492.5 
3,032.5 

314.9 
680.9 
391.0 

2,253.6 

7,123.6 
(711.5) 
223.1 

FIG 3Q Revenue and Exoense of Broadcast Stations Nationwide. Responses to a survey oi orouuLUb, :,.UMU,.. .^. ...o ,-.^..^..^, ^..^^^..^. 

was to respond to the survey; these figures, therefore, have been weighted to account for resulting over- and under-representation. Totals do not 
equol their component figures because some stations did not report all information requested. 
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ORGBNIZHTIONHL MflNHGEMENT CHBRTS: 

Manager X^-^ 

Music 

Director 

AnnoUnMri' '.' 

^^fierwral Manager* j j 

i . / ' Newi " j i ^ i 

vr-'Director ;;•?;, 

Nevw Repirters' 

['General Sales 

s^.Mahager' i.' ^i 

"; ; . Chief :-[ 

. Engineer -, 

.Local Sales _•;' 

",' Manager y^; 
Assistant Chiet 
, Engineer 

; . Local Sales 

Pereonnel 
Engineers 

;Buslnea^ 

Manager^ 

Accounting's 

and Personnel u 
--' • - •v'W 

'Building';* 

and Grounds? 

lir^-rinK.Virf % 
:i>,C9<StimiltyJ2 

Board of 
Direciors 

President 
(of the corporation) 

Corporation's 
otfier 

stations 

Typical radio station organizational ctiart. 

FIG. 40 
Vice President 

and General Manager 

1 

: i . 

, r I L i 

-

General Sales 
Manager 

Local Sales 
Manager 

Local Account 
Executives 

Traffic 

Sales 
Support 

National Sales 
Manager 

1 
1 

Rep Firm 

Business 
Manager 

X 
Chief 

Engineer 
Promotion 

Director 
Operations 
Manager 

Billing and 
Accounting 

Building 
Maintenance 
and Security 

- Payroll 

Data 
Processing 

Director of 
Technical 

Operations 

Studio 
Technicians 

Rennote Unit 
Technicians 

Audience 
Promotion 

Program 
Director 

Sales Promotion 
and 

Merchandising 

Public 
Relations 

Maintenance 
and Repair 
Supervisor 

Maintenance 
Technicians 

Program 
AcquiSttion and 

Scheduling 

Filrn/Tape 
Shipping and 

Receiving 

Coniinuity and 
Standards 

Executrve 
Producer 

Producers, 
Wri iors, 
DifOCtors 

Production 
Manager 

A n 
DireciCK 

Faciliiies 
Scheduling 

Production 
Crews 

Scenery 
Construction 
and Pamiiny 

Typical television station organization chart. 

News 
Director 

Anchor 
Reporters 

— Produceis 

Wrilers 

_ Asstgnmeni 
Editor 

Reportei i — 

New* _ 
Camera Crews 

— Sports 
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REGULATION OF THE FEDERRL 
COMIHUNICRTIONS 
COMMI$$ION(FCC) 
RND THE LEGHL STRTUS OF 
BR0RDCRSTIN6 

In 1 9 2 7 , Congress luro te the 

Communications Ret to couer interstate 

communications. Congress wrote the 

Communications flct to be fleKible. The 

law set forth basic principles and created 

the FCC to carrg out the intent of those 

principles. It established a general legal 

f ramework and prouided the FCC with 

discretionary powers to make specific 

rules and regulations concerning licensing 

and operat ional requirements. UJithin 

this legal f ramework , the FCC has power 

to set up criteria for licensing, to grant or 

to refuse licenses, to attach conditions to 

licenses, to reuoke licenses, to specify 

how and where stations are to operate, 

and to change regulations to keep up 

mith changing conditions and technology. 

Further, FCC rules and regulations haue 

the force of law, yet the Communications 

flct prouided for their challenge in the 

federal courts, adding yet another 
dimension to the concept of fleKibility.^^ 
fls far as the regulation of stat ion 
operations, most the the rules and 
regulations perta in to the proper 
engineering of equipment and the log 
keeping associated with it.26 

In wri t ing the Communication flct. 
Congress defined the legal status of 
broadcasting, that is, set forth its legal 
characteristics- what it is, what rights 
are assigned to it, how it is to be treated. 
Under this law, broadcasting is (1) a 
unique form of electrical communication, 
unlike any other; (2) a function of the 
priuate sector, not of the gouernment; 
and a form of OKpresslon (3) that Is 
distributed uia radio frequencies, a 
scarce natural resource in the public 
domain (4) to which the gouernment may 
limit access, and (5) that has limited 
protection under the First Amendment.27 
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TRRNSMITTER FHCILITIES: 

The t r a n s m i t t i n g e q u i p m e n t and 

subsequent faci l i ty necessary for both 

radio t r a n s m i s s i o n and te leuis ion 

transmission wil l be located off the main 

buildings site a few blocks north adjacent 

to an eKiting communications tower atop 

ground of a higher eleuation. n new 

building to house the equipment should be 

prouided for, but the OKisting tower will be 

leased for necessary antenna mounts 

required for broadcast transmission. The 

t ransmiss ion equ ipment wi l l be 

unattended and remotely controlled from 

the main facil ity through telephone lines. 

Building space r e q u i r e d fo r the 

transmission equipment is determined 

primarily by the power(and subsequent 

size) of the transmitter. The plan will also 

include room tor the phasing cabinet, 

equipment rack, and a small workspace. 

FIG. 41 

Remote-Conlrollad 
Transmitter 

SEPARATE STUDIO AND 

TRANSMITTER BUILDINGS 

UNATTENDED TRANSMITTER 

Remote Control 
Ponel 

II r Transmitter Ramote Control 
and Program Lines 

- 1 
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DOCUMENTHTION 



My thesis object lue was to create a 
sequence of mouement through the 
discouery of aesthet ic potent ial and 
material compositions of concrete, steel 
and wood. 

My chosen uehicle for this purpose is a 
radio and te leu is ion communications 
center for Dallas, TH. 

The a fo rement ioned object iues were 
deriued f rom the intrinsic nature of the 
broadcast medium to OKist in a rapid and 
perpetual euoluement and transformation 
brought about by continual eualuation and 
criticism by the public. 

From these properties 1 drew architectural 
inspirat ion to inst i l l mouement in the 
creat ion of dynamic and eKpressiue 
material compositions and form that would 
in turn inspire imaginatiue and innouatiue 
thought wi th in the inhabitants, qualities 
much desired and rewarded in a field who's 
success is based on an understanding of 

the creatiue process and how man and 
machine interact. 

Supporting conceptual issues in the 
communication of mouement are: the 
fludion, which operates off an oscillating 
current and is the basis for modern 
electronics; the scansion, which is the 
continuous transmission of images giuing 
the illusion of motion and is the foundation 
of modern teleuision; and radio waue 
energy, which also works off oscillating 
current and is the basis upon which the 
entire structure of broadcasting is built. 

But in the larger sense of the mouement 
issue, contrasts in dynamic spat ia l 
sequences were created to change the feel 
of the space with each step taken, because 
mouement is inuited when there is no 
single priuileged uiewpoint. 

Due to the limiting constraints of the site 
and for security purposes, all parking is 
located below grade on two leuels. From 
the garage leuels, the building Is accessed 



at both ends of the compleK through light 
mells containing circulation as well as 
eleuators and fire stairs. The teleuision 
production facilities were placed at the 
north end of the site because they are an 
inwardly focused actiuity not requiring any 
outside uiew and in order to fulfill the 
sound isolation needs as economically as 
possible by allowing the south end of the 
compleK to act as a sound buffer from 
congestion of the downtown business 
district. The radio production facilities 
mere placed on the south end of the 
compleK at the highest possible eleuation 
the prouide optimal uiews of the 
downtown skyline as inspiration during the 
around the clock operat ions. 
Rdministration areas are also located at 
the south end of the facility to prouide 
optimal uiews and easy access to the 
public from the lobby. 

1 took a number of approaches to create 
mouement through the structure, as well 
as from outside to inside and inside to 
outside. The linear nature of the site was 

an aduantage in creating horizontal 
mouement, but 1 wanted to establish 
uertical mouement as well . The 
implementation of seueral uertical 
components that transcend all leuels( 
including the garage leuels) such as the 
two steel cylinders, the utilitarian 
concrete tower, the radio tower and the 
uertical trusses lining the central spine, 
serue a two-fold purpose; to prouide a 
memory reference between leuels for 
orientation and to create a sense of 
uertical mouement. The undulating wall is 
a reflection of the radio waue and is 
finished in smooth, glazed concrete! as 
opposed to rough pour concrete on the rest 
of the project) for a lighter, flowing 
feeling. The symbolic radio tower is the 
uertoK and focal point of the central 
circulation spine connecting the two ends 
of the compleK and is wrapped by a spiral 
ramp connecting four leuels. The 
structure is eKpressed as it projects 
outside of the building in seueral areas as 
a series of fins or displaced columns to set 
up a repetitiue motion inducing mouement 



across the facades and to inuite mouement leuels, an array of t ransparencies, 
i from In to out and uice uersa. The eKpressed structural supports, repetit iue 

uehicular approach OKtends the mouement elements! uert ical ly and hor izontal ly) , 
theme a step fur ther as it winds through dynamic spacial contrasts and all of the 
or across euery major uertical component other aforementioned design decisions 
and is suspended aboue the garage leuels work together to fuse the spaces and pull 
at the drop-of f point to set the mood from you through it in the manifestat ion of 
the onset. The grid of columns supporting mouement. 
the garage leuels projects uninterrupted 
three fu l l leuels on the south end of the 
compleK to support the eleuated third and 
fourth f loors and is doubled to a fairly 
tight grid inside these leuels to allow the 
interior elements to act as independent 
blocks free from the structure that moue, 
slice and f loat through the columns giuing 
the building a l ighter feel . The interior 
part i t ions were set up In a repetit iue 
fashion so that between the grid of 
columns and the part i t ions one's eye is 
pulled through the entire length of the 
space and an alluring appeal to moue and 
d i scoue r is e s t a b l i s h e d . The 

implementation of balconies on all leuels 
connected by spiraled or cascading stairs, 
columns that OKtend untouched through 
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